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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit corporation
supported by Bonneville Power Administration, electric utilities, public benefits
administrators, state governments, public interest groups and energy efficiency
industry representatives. These entities work together to make affordable, energyefficient products and services available in the marketplace.1
The Alliance began supporting efforts to encourage market transformation in the
microelectronics industry in 1997 with the funding of two projects: the
Microelectronics Initiative and the Siemens Solar (now Shell Solar) project on
Efficiency Opportunities in Silicon Crystal Growing Facilities. Since that time,
additional projects have been funded as a result of the Alliance’s interest in the
microelectronics industry. Thus this—the third and final—market progress
evaluation report (MPER) addresses progress in the nine projects funded through
the microelectronics industry initiatives and provides a summary assessment of the
Alliance’s overall microelectronics effort. Components of the Microelectronics
Initiative include:
Industry meetings and solicitation of solution-provider proposals (19971999).
Siemens/Shell hot-top-off and side-recharge polysilicon research project
(1998-2000).
Workshops (1999-2004).
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) Design Guide for
cleanrooms (2000-2001).
Opti-Chill, Hewlett Packard and Zilog chilled water demonstration
projects (2000-2004).
Advanced Silicon Materials (ASiMI) collaborative research project with
Shell Solar and SEH-America on dendritic polysilicon production for both
semiconductor and solar-grade silicon production (2001-2004).

1

See the Alliance website at www.nwalliance.org.
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Hewlett Packard design charette for cleanrooms (2002).
Industrial Design & Construction (IDC) energy-efficient fab design
charette to identify savings opportunities for a generic new fabrication
facility (2002).
The aborted Aketon project (2003-2004).
Over the seven years from 1997 to 2004, the Alliance’s efforts in the
microelectronics industry have met with success. At the same time, there have been
substantial market changes and these changes—specifically the shifting of new
semiconductor industry fabrication facilities to Asia—have meant the market
effects from the Alliance’s efforts have been less than anticipated.
The Alliance has been very successful in disseminating information through
workshops and design charettes, which have brought leading design firms located in
the Pacific Northwest together with international experts on energy efficiency in
the microelectronics industry and with local semiconductor manufacturers to
explore efficiency opportunities in the sector. Participants typically reported the
information was useful and was incorporated in their facilities. The Alliance has
also had several successful special projects: demonstrating three different
approaches to improving the energy efficiency of chilled water systems and cofunding the development of design guidelines for cleanrooms.
The Alliance had substantial success in helping Shell Solar, a facility for growing
solar-grade silicon crystals, to improve its energy efficiency. Shell was willing and
effective in disseminating its success with hot-zone modification and side recharge
to both semiconductor and solar silicon growers internationally. The success and
awareness of the Shell project led to a significant effort with Advanced Silicon
Materials (ASiMI), a Pacific Northwest-based polysilicon product manufacturer that
produces the feedstock used in silicon crystal growing. This project was a
collaborative research effort between ASiMI, Shell Solar and SEH-America, a
semiconductor silicon crystal grower. It resulted in a new, smaller feedstock
material for both semiconductor and solar-grade silicon production, and it appears
to have stimulated the market availability of more flowable materials, as well as
continued research to develop equipment to support side recharge of materials from
multiple suppliers. In turn, the new polysilicon feedstocks themselves, for both
semiconductor and solar uses, require less energy to manufacture.
The microelectronics industry initiatives have resulted primarily in site-specific
energy savings. Yet at the same time, market effects have occurred. These market
effects are difficult to measure or to attribute directly to the projects, but they do
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appear to exist. Most importantly, the projects have been very well received, have
garnered a positive reputation for the Alliance and have demonstrated to the
microelectronics industry that energy savings are possible and likely of much larger
scale than the industry assumed in 1997.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion 1: The workshops and charettes were well received and have a
relatively low cost to implement.
There is value in ongoing efforts by the Alliance to promote energy efficiency
solutions to the microelectronics industry, especially through workshops and
charettes.
Recommendation 1: The Alliance should consider offering workshops
every 18 to 24 months. To be effective, the Alliance will need to maintain
some contacts with the industry and to consider providing funds to special
projects in the industry so there will be regional experiences and data to
include in the workshops. If the Alliance is not interested in sponsoring such
projects alone, it could consider co-sponsorship with other regional efficiency
organizations, such as the Energy Trust or Oregon Department of Energy.
Conclusion 2: The Alliance has supported substantial, progress-demonstrating,
energy-efficiency opportunities in the area of silicon crystal growing and
polysilicon production.
For a major producer of polysilicon with two facilities in the Pacific Northwest and
for three major producers of silicon crystals with facilities located in the region (one
solar and two semiconductor facilities), energy savings are likely occurring at each
of the facilities. Further energy savings can occur if a multi-material-capable, siderecharge device can be developed, or if granular polysilicon is produced by
additional companies.
Recommendation 2: Continue to monitor progress in the production
of flowable materials by ASiMI, and with the development of a siderecharge device for Shell Solar.
Conclusion 3: The Microelectronics Initiative has demonstrated that a long-term
commitment to working within an industry and throughout a product-
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development cycle, can create a supportive environment for energy efficiency
improvements.
By teaming with microelectronics experts who have knowledge of the industry and
of energy efficiency, and by providing them a forum to work with facilities located in
the Pacific Northwest, the Alliance gains credibility and opportunities to support
interesting and important efficiency projects.
Recommendation 3: Use the Microelectronics Initiative as a model for
future efforts with other industry sectors. In particular, the
communication between market actors fostered by the Alliance for
cooperative development of new products and services was regarded very
positively by participants.
Conclusion 4: Market transformation is always a long-term undertaking, yet
efforts in the industrial sector are particularly difficult to predict.
Many industrial processes and technologies take a decade or more to be adopted by
even a small portion of the market and no matter how well-planned new products
and services may be, they may not be adopted by the market, or achieve the
predicted market penetration if they are adopted. Further, global events beyond
regional control may profoundly affect regional circumstances. Examples of
unforeseen events include the decline in the semiconductor market from doubledigit annual growth to no annual growth, the reduction of the crystal growing
industry in the Pacific Northwest, and the conversion to production of solar-grade
feedstock at the ASiMI plants.
Recommendation 4: The Alliance should recognize the long-term
nature of product development and adoption in the industrial sector
and, as such, the necessity of long-term commitments and the need
for being very conservative in projections of adoption rates for new
services and products.
Conclusion 5: The expectations for market transformation effects in the
microelectronic industry should be revised.
The microelectronics industry is no longer showing the growth trajectory of the mid1990s, yet the industry remains a presence in the Pacific Northwest and is likely to
continue into the near future. The ACE model for the ASiMI project, for instance,
needs to be revised to reflect these changes. Additionally, if the Alliance continues
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to offer workshops, market transformation will also be likely and a costeffectiveness model for the initiative would be warranted.
Long-term monitoring of the initiative will make sense with a revised ACE model
that takes into account the long-term nature of change in the market.
Recommendation 5: Revise the ACE model for the ASiMI project and
consider developing an ACE model for the remaining portions of the
initiative based on conservative assumptions of savings and
adoption.
Long term monitoring of the initiative should track the adoption of
dendritic polysilicon materials by the solar and semiconductor
industry and the growth in other flowable products for the ASiMI
project. For the general Microelectronics Initiative the long-term
monitoring should track outcomes identified in the revised ACE
model, confirming that efficiency projects are continuing to be
implemented by northwest firms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit corporation
supported by Bonneville Power Administration, electric utilities, public benefits
administrators, state governments, public interest groups and energy efficiency
industry representatives. These entities work together to make affordable, energyefficient products and services available in the marketplace.2
The Alliance began funding efforts to encourage market transformation in the
microelectronics industry in 1997 with the funding of two projects: the
Microelectronics Initiative and the Siemens Solar (now Shell Solar) project on
Efficiency Opportunities in Silicon Crystal Growing Facilities. Since that time,
additional projects have been funded in response to the Alliance’s interest in the
microelectronics industry.
Two market progress evaluation reports (MPERs) were prepared on the Shell Solar
project and one MPER was prepared on the Microelectronics Initiative prior to
2002. 3 In 2002, all of the projects addressing the microelectronics industry were
included in the second MPER on the Microelectronics Initiative, including the Shell
Solar project. This, the third MPER, follows on the second by addressing progress in
each of the microelectronics industry-focused projects in a single study. Components
of the Microelectronics Initiative include:
Industry meetings and solicitation of solution-provider proposals (19971999).
Siemens/Shell hot-top-off and side-recharge polysilicon research project
(1998-2000).
Workshops (1999-2004).

2

See the Alliance website at www.nwalliance.org.

3

Peters, Jane S., Marjorie McRae and Shel Feldman (2001) First Market Progress Evaluation Report of the
Microelectronics Initiative, (E01-089), Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. Peters, Jane S. and Shel Feldman
(2001) Silicon Crystal Growing Facilities: Market Progress Evaluation Report #2, (E 01-090), Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance. Reed, John H., Andrew D. Oh and Nicholas P. Hall (1999). Market Progress Evaluation Report:
Silicon Crystal Growing Facilities, No. 1, (E99-034), Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) Design Guide for
cleanrooms (2000-2001).
Opti-Chill, Hewlett Packard and Zilog chilled water demonstration
projects (2000-2004).
Advanced Silicon Materials (ASiMI) collaborative research project with
Shell Solar and SEH-America on dendritic polysilicon production for both
semiconductor and solar grade silicon production (2001-2004).
Hewlett Packard design charette for cleanrooms (2002).
Industrial Design & Construction (IDC) fab design charette to identify
energy-efficient opportunities for a generic new fabrication facility (2002).
The aborted Aketon project (2003-2004).

MICROELECTRONICS INITIATIVE DESCRIPTION
The Alliance held its first open solicitation for market transformation projects in
the spring of 1997. In response, Chris Robertson & Associates, LLC (CRA)
submitted a proposal requesting support for efforts to "identify early adopters, help
them to explore advanced resource efficiency and then present their examples to
other firms in the industry." As part of this effort, CRA also requested funds be
available for use in supporting viable projects that could demonstrate the value of
energy efficiency efforts. The crux of the proposal by CRA was to focus on early
adopters, which were not necessarily firms located in the Pacific Northwest. The
premise was that the microelectronics industry is global and tends to follow the
leaders; thus, when early adopters accept a new idea, the rest of the industry will
follow.
Industry Meetings and Solicitation of Solution Provider Proposals
The Microelectronics Initiative was funded for an initial two-year period.
Approximately 50% of the total allocated was reserved in a Special Projects Fund, to
be distributed by Alliance staff under the direction of the Board of Directors. CRA
was hired to identify and contact early adopters, and the Alliance hired a staff
person to oversee the project, conduct workshops with industry representatives in
the Pacific Northwest and oversee the Special Projects Fund. As part of this effort,
CRA also conducted a research effort to understand opportunities for energy
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efficiency improvements in polysilicon manufacturing. The first Microelectronics
MPER discusses the three years that these efforts were active.
Siemens/Shell Hot-Top-Off and Side-Recharge Polysilicon Research Project
Shell Solar (then Siemens Solar) also proposed a project in 1997. This project
involved efforts to improve the energy efficiency of silicon crystal growing
production furnaces used for manufacturing crystalline silicon for photovoltaic
applications. Shell asked for funding to increase the energy efficiency of their
production process. Over three years, they improved this process and reduced
energy consumption by 51% per run, for annual estimated savings of 2,000,000
kWh.
The market transformation goal was to publicize the success of the Shell project in
order to inspire and encourage the adoption of energy efficiency solutions by silicon
crystal producers for semiconductor chip manufacturing. This project was reported
on in two MPERs. It is now being tracked through a master contract to monitor
market transformation projects; a brief follow-up is included in this MPER.
Since 1997, other projects developed in the microelectronics industry and were
incorporated into the Microelectronics Initiative. Figure 1 displays the evolution of
the initiative. The figure shows how the Microelectronics Initiative now includes a
spectrum of efforts beyond the initial market investigation projects proposed by
CRA and Shell Solar, as well as the dissemination activities supported by the
Alliance.
Opti-Chill, Hewlett Packard, Zilog Chilled Water Demonstration Projects
The Special Projects Fund was used to finance three projects for demonstration and
benchmarking of energy-savings opportunities in the chilled water plants at
semiconductor fabrication facilities. Two of the participating companies were
identified by CRA and one submitted a response to a request for proposals by the
Alliance. The history of the projects and their status in 2002 were discussed in the
second MPER. Since 2002, all three projects are now complete and a summary of
the results of the projects was prepared by Research Into Action, Inc. and
MetaResource Group for presentation at a September 2004 workshop.
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Figure 1
EVOLUTION OF THE MICROELECTRONICS INITIATIVE
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories Design Guide for Cleanrooms
The Alliance co-funded a project by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories to
develop design guidelines for cleanrooms. This project, implemented jointly with the
California utilities, was completed in 2001. The guidelines are available from LBNL
and were presented in the Pacific Northwest at a workshop in 2001 and addressed
at subsequent charettes held by the Alliance. The guidelines were discussed in the
second MPER.
Workshops
Beginning in 1999, the Alliance has sponsored a series of workshops (four as of
September 2004). These workshops bring national and regional experts in energy
efficiency for the microelectronics industry to make presentations to regional
microelectronics firms and engage in discussions about additional energy savings
opportunities. The second MPER provided an assessment of the three workshops
that had been held prior to 2003. This MPER includes an assessment of the fourth
workshop.
ASiMI Research Project on Dendritic Polysilicon Production
The Alliance began the ASiMI Dendritic Polysilicon Production project in 2001. The
purpose of the project was to develop a smaller-sized polysilicon product that is both
more energy-efficient to produce and can be more easily used in recharge4
applications, reducing energy consumption for the product user. The second MPER
provided an overview of the project after its first year of activities. The project was
completed in 2004 and is discussed in-depth in this MPER.
Hewlett Packard Design Charette for Cleanrooms
The Alliance has sponsored two design charettes for the microelectronics industry.
The Hewlett-Packard (HP) Design Charette was held in 2002 for the purpose of
identifying energy-efficient retrofit opportunities for implementation in the
renovation of an existing semiconductor fabrication (fab) facility. The experiences of
the HP design charette were discussed in MPER 2.

4

Recharge is the continuous supply of polysilicon feedstock without cooling the crucible. The process is further
described on p. 13 below.
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Industrial Design & Construction Energy-Efficient Fab Design Charette
In 2002, partially in response to the perceived benefits of the HP Charette,
Industrial Design & Construction, the lead design firm for the HP fab renovation,
proposed to work with the Alliance to hold an Energy-Efficient Fab Design Charette
to identify savings opportunities for a generic new fabrication facility. The charette
was held in August 2002. A report was prepared by IDC and an assessment of the
charette was conducted by Research Into Action. The results of the assessment are
presented in this MPER.
Aketon TransChem Exhaust Abatement Technology Special Project
The Alliance continued to look for projects that might influence the production
process and began discussions with Aketon, a subsidiary of CH2M Hill, in 2003. The
purpose of the project was to facilitate testing of the Aketon exhaust abatement
technology at semiconductor fabs in the Pacific Northwest. Due to the industry
downturn, no site was ever found for the test and the project was aborted in 2004.
The history of that project is discussed in this MPER.

FINDINGS FROM MPER 1
The first Market Progress Evaluation Report focused on the activities of the
Microelectronics Initiative and the Special Projects Fund, as well as on developing
an understanding of the market and testing the market theory for these efforts.
The Microelectronics Industry is first and foremost a manufacturing industry. The
decision-making processes in the sector are similar to other industries, project
champions are important in project development and implementation, and groups of
decision-makers are the rule, rather than the exception. It is, however, different
from other manufacturing industries with which the Alliance is familiar. Five
characteristics were identified by the Alliance as justifying the need for industryspecific solutions:
1. The microelectronics industry is a global industry.
2. There is a preponderance of new construction, as compared to existing
construction. Many of the fabs that will be requiring electricity in the next
twenty years are in the planning stages today.
3. As a global industry, the executives and the workforce are mobile.
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4. The time-to-market and competitive pressures in this industry are
unparalleled in the resource and extractive industries common in the
Pacific Northwest.
5. Like most manufacturing sectors, energy is a small proportion of total cost
(only 1% to 3% of production costs) and is treated as a fixed expense.
However, energy is 30% to 50% of the day-to-day operating costs of the
plant, potentially creating an opportunity for efficiency investments.
Plants recoup their capital investment costs after two to three years. At
that point, the costs of operating the plant can become more important,
but only if firms are aware of these costs.
These characteristics have defined the microelectronics industry since the 1970s. In
1997, the Alliance funded the Microelectronics Initiative to encourage the industry
to commit to increased investment in energy efficiency and to manage its plants to
use energy more efficiently. Two activity streams were initially conducted—the
CRA Microelectronics Initiative and a Special Projects Fund managed by Alliance
staff.
The CRA Microelectronics Initiative
The core hypothesis for the Microelectronics Initiative is that by working with a
small number of interested players to identify and implement energy efficiency
changes, the changes will spill over internally and to others in the industry through
the tendency of firms to use a "copy exact" approach to design.
We found the program theory promulgated by the CRA Microelectronics Initiative
to be sound. It is consistent with social science theories and the effort appears to
have been partially successful. CRA made a large number of contacts, facilitated a
review of audits for plants of a firm outside of the Pacific Northwest, conducted the
project at an optimum time to gain interest by the industry and remains a respected
expert on energy efficiency opportunities for the industry. However, the CRA
Initiative failed to fully achieve its objectives for several reasons:
1. The CRA effort focused on the management level and did not include a
process for integrating operations-level personnel into the process.
2. The CRA effort was incompletely implemented, in part because CRA did
not control the Special Projects Fund activities. Instead, the Special
Projects Fund came to focus on projects with a direct benefit to the Pacific
Northwest and thus the full theory could never be realized.
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3. The message that CRA brought to the industry lacked direct
transferability to Pacific Northwest microelectronics firms because
workshop participants and facilities management staff in the region saw
the ideas as needing additional research and demonstration to transfer to
this area’s climate.
4. The issues of confidentiality and proprietary information were initially
well handled by CRA; however, CRA’s work with the EPA led the industry
to become suspicious that perhaps the energy efficiency solutions CRA
proposed were infeasible.
The Special Projects Fund
The core hypothesis for the Special Projects Fund activity stream is similar to the
Microelectronics Initiative as a whole: that by working with a small number of
interested players to identify and implement energy-efficient changes and provide
forums for information sharing (workshops), the changes will spill over internally
and to others in that industry.
The parameters for implementation of this hypothesis focused first on showing a
direct benefit to the Pacific Northwest and secondly on measurement and
benchmarking current knowledge, along with targeted information dissemination to
spur adoption of energy-efficient practices.
We found the Special Projects Fund theory, as a market transformation hypothesis,
to be somewhat weaker than the CRA Microelectronics Initiative when viewed in
the context of social science theories. The focus on measurement has not been
demonstrated to be effective in the past and the expansion to include benchmarking
and comparison of the metrics has yet to be conducted. The evaluation identified the
following indications of progress for the Special Projects Fund:
1. Three measurement projects will be completed and comparisons between
these projects will be possible.
2. Investments in implementation of the recommendations that emerge from
the projects are likely, but the scale of that investment may be less than
proposed by the recommendations.
3. The Alliance has implemented two workshops at which Pacific Northwest
microelectronics firms heard presentations from national experts on
energy-efficient solutions for the microelectronics industry.
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4. Firms that have not yet participated in the workshops tend to be unaware
of them or of what other firms are doing. Most are interested in learning
about both, suggesting that dissemination in the Pacific Northwest, if
promoted well, could be effective.

FINDINGS FROM MPER 2
The second MPER focused on several of the initiative efforts. These included: the
Special Projects Fund for workshop, demonstration and benchmarking projects
focusing on Pacific Northwest microelectronics firms; the workshops and the LBNL
design guidelines; the Hewlett-Packard Design Charette; and the Dendritic
Polysilicon Production project. In addition, the second MPER included an updated
market assessment, focusing on the Pacific Northwest market for semiconductor
fabrication and cleanroom facilities.
The results of the evaluation effort confirmed that the Alliance efforts with the
Microelectronics Initiative were having a positive effect on the industry. Among the
most effective activities were the workshops, which the MPER strongly
recommended the Alliance continue on an annual basis.
The special projects have led to improvements in chilled water systems at the
participating facility and the HP Design Charette produced a substantial number of
recommendations, some of which are likely to be included in the renovation of the
fabrication facility. The Dendritic Polysilicon Production project, while underway,
was still incomplete at the time of this MPER.
The other significant finding from the evaluation was that growth of semiconductor
fabrication facilities had slowed substantially since 1995. Additionally, the market
assessment concluded that the assumptions the Alliance used for estimating
program impacts assumed the facilities were much smaller than they actually are.
The assessment also identified substantial growth in the construction of cleanrooms
by other industries, although with less stringent requirements for air and water
purity; nonetheless, suggesting that there could be an overall concern with the
energy issues associated with cleanrooms throughout the region. The market
assessment indicates that there are opportunities for program expansion and for
fine-tuning the cost effectiveness estimates for the Initiative.
Table 1 presents observations on the current status of the findings and
recommendations presented in MPER 2.
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Table 1
CURRENT STATUS OF MPER 2 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FINDING

RECOMMENDATION

CURRENT STATUS

The workshops sponsored by the
Alliance are a very effective market
transformation tool.

Continue to offer workshops
on an annual basis.

One workshop was offered in
2004, none in 2003.

The Special Projects Fund has
identified a significant number of
energy efficiency measures for
semiconductor fabs.

Publicize these measures as
rapidly as possible.

The results from the Special
Projects Fund’s projects were
presented in the September
2004 workshop.

The HP Design Charette was extremely
effective in achieving specific
savings for the plan and in
influencing internal behavior.

Charettes are effective and
the Alliance should continue
to pursue this approach.

No charettes have been held,
although offers have been
made.

The Dendritic Polysilicon Production
project with ASiMI appears to
demonstrate a clear example of
local conservation, yet it does not at
this point demonstrate that it has
stimulated increased recharge
behavior in the silicon production
process.

Continue to monitor industry
response to the ASiMI
Teardrop™ and Teardrop™
Plus products.

The adoption of Teardrop™
Plus is documented in this third
MPER.

There is a large potential common
market in cleanrooms in other
industries, such as biomedical,
pharmaceutical and other electronic
sectors.

Consider exploring the
common aspect of
cleanrooms and solutions for
improving the energy
efficiency of all as a crossindustry market transformation
opportunity.

There is no current effort
targeted at cleanrooms
across industries.

There are indications that energy
efficiency improvements could help
leverage purchases of existing fabs.

Consider marketing energy
impacts and efficiency
toward closed or for sale
microelectronics facilities.

Getting in the door to such
facilities is difficult.

STRUCTURE OF THIS MPER
Following this introductory chapter, this MPER provides a final update on the
Microelectronics Industry Initiative. Chapter 2 reviews the Dendritic Polysilicon
Production project, Chapter 3 provides an assessment of the 2004 Microelectronics
Workshop, Chapter 4 updates the market assessment from MPER 2 and Chapter 5
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summarizes the results of Special Funds Project efforts—the Energy-Efficient Fab
Design Charette and the Aketon TransChem Exhaust Abatement Technology—and
the results of the three chilled water projects, and updates the Shell Solar project.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses findings and conclusions for the seven-year
microelectronics industry initiatives.
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Advanced Silicon Materials (ASiMI) implemented the Dendritic Polysilicon
Production project. The project is an outgrowth of the Shell Solar Silicon Crystal
Growing Facilities project because Shell identified the need for an additional source
for specialized polysilicon material in order to expand their recharge process
capacity. Dendritic polysilicon (or teardrop poly) is a pure silicon feedstock which is
much smaller than the chunk poly typically available for crystal growing, and which
has the potential for controlled “flow” into a furnace for recharge.
In this chapter, we discuss the study approach, the background of the ASiMI
project, its progress and current status, and summarize the results of the project.

STUDY APPROACH
The evaluation team: attended quarterly meetings of the project; visited the ASiMI
production facilities in Moses Lake, Washington, and Butte, Montana; conducted
multiple interviews with project participants and industry equipment
manufacturers; and visited users testing the teardrop poly—SEH-America and
Shell Solar.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss the project initiation period and the underlying market
transformation theory.
Project Initiation
The Dendritic Polysilicon Production project (ASiMI project) was initiated as an
outgrowth of the Shell Solar Crystal Growing Facilities project (Shell Solar project).
The ASiMI project brought several local microelectronics firms together to address a
common need in the microelectronics industry for flowable feedstock for use in
growing silicon crystals. The following discusses how the project emerged from the
Shell Solar project and the approach taken to bring the project to fruition.
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Shell Solar Project and Recharge
The Shell Solar project was initiated in spring 1998.5 The project’s goal was to
reduce the energy use for production of silicon crystals employed in making
photovoltaic wafers. A similar process is applied for the production of silicon
crystals used in making silicon wafers for the semiconductor industry. The market
transformation theory of the Shell Solar Crystal Growing Facilities project therefore
was to demonstrate energy efficiency improvements to the crystal growing process
in an industry that was open to knowledge dissemination. The expectation was that
the semiconductor industry would be able to access the learning and apply the
information to crystal growing for semiconductors.
As the Shell Solar project moved into its last phase, focusing on capabilities to
recharge the growing crystal, the primary impediment to increased recharge was
identified as the lack of feedstock to use in recharge. The major savings from using
recharge is not energy, but in productivity and consumables—by not cooling and
reheating the quartz crucible used to grow the crystal, its life is extended. However,
some energy savings do result from recharge because the crucible does not have to
be reheated.
There are two recharge methods in use—center and side. Center appears to
dominate semiconductor silicon crystal production and both center and side are
used for the manufacture of solar crystals. Center recharge is now used in
semiconductor crystal growing by most Pacific Northwest crystal growers; side
recharge is used at Shell Solar. Side-recharge equipment is available from the two
crystal-grower equipment manufacturers—CGS and Kayex. All side-recharge
equipment currently works only with the granular product made by MEMC.
According to ASiMI, there are one or two other firms in the region using side
recharge, but center recharge dominates. Side recharge is considered less feasible
for the semiconductor crystal market, as feedstock contamination and heat shield
configuration may preclude its use.
In center recharge, the pulled crystal is cooled and removed, and then the recharge
batch is placed in the crystal chamber and manually poured into the crucible.
Compared to side recharge, center recharge does not have the same opportunity to
maximize productivity by allowing the new charge to melt while the crystal is
cooling. Side recharge can save about two hours and for some crystal producers—

5

Reed, John H., Andrew D. Oh and Nicholas P. Hall (1999) Market Progress Evaluation Report 1: Silicon Crystal
Growing Facilities E99-034; Peters, J.S. & S. Feldman. (2001) Market Progress Evaluation Report 2: Silicon Crystal
Growing Facilities E01-090; Siemens Solar (2000) 1999 Annual Report, 00-050. Available at the Alliance website:
www.nwalliance.org.
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such as those producing solar crystals or semiconductor crystal used for commodity
products—this time is important, as it leads to a lower cost of production. Center
recharge also does not appear to have energy-savings advantages compared to side
recharge.6
No photographs or drawings of center recharge are available. However, Figures 2
and 3, show side recharge. Figure 2 indicates key components including: 1) the
hopper; 2) flow control; and 3) the port where granular poly product is introduced
into the crucible. Figure 2 is the CGS granular feeder; Figure 3 is the JAX
Industries equipment, such as used at Shell Solar.

6

Figure 2

Figure 3

CGS GRANULAR FEEDER

JAX INDUSTRIES EQUIPMENT

The average savings from recharge increases with the number of crystal pulls, side recharge permits more pulls.
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Shell Solar believes that any polysilicon product in a chip form less than one-inch in
size, and preferably of uniform shape, can be used for side recharge. Before the
advent of the Dendritic Polysilicon Production project, Shell Solar could only use the
MEMC granular product for that purpose; but supplies of this product are limited,
as MEMC uses the granular for their own crystal production and has many
customers (both semiconductor and solar customers) who compete to purchase the
product when it is available. Because there is no reliable supply of recharge
product, Shell could not justify converting more than a few crystal growers to side
recharge.
The Dendritic Polysilicon Production Project
The Dendritic Polysilicon Production project was initiated in spring 2001. Its goal is
to reduce energy requirements in the production of polysilicon feedstock for use by
silicon crystal growers, and also to provide a material with the potential to be used
for recharge. The potential energy savings in production are 25%, compared to the
base product (CZ polysilicon) produced by the same process reactors.
The Alliance negotiated a contract with ASiMI to develop the dendritic, or teardroplike, polysilicon product. ASiMI engineering staff had contacts with crystal growing
engineers in other firms in the Pacific Northwest; as part of the contract, ASiMI
arranged for Shell Solar and SEH-America (SEH-A) to conduct tests of the dendritic
polysilicon product to determine whether it could be qualified as a feedstock
material for their crystal-growing processes. SEH-A would use a center-recharge
process and Shell a side-recharge process.7
The key players in this project were all familiar with the Shell Solar project. ASiMI
had responded to Shell’s interest in a flowable feedstock and SEH-A had attended
meetings at Shell to observe the hot-zone modifications and side-recharge system.
Shell’s willingness to share information was a critical factor in bringing everyone
together and in showing how a project with the Alliance could be conducted. In
addition, the open dialog between the users and the manufacturer of polysilicon
established by the Alliance was regarded by all participants as essential to the
project’s success and a unique occurrence in the industry.

7

ASiMI also sought to include the Mitsubishi plants in Salem, Oregon, in the project, as the facility uses side
recharge for semiconductor-grade silicon crystal growing. However, Mitsubishi declined. The Salem plants were
later reorganized as SUMCo and subsequently closed in December 2004.
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To monitor the project, the Alliance conducted quarterly meetings with all
contractual parties. The first meeting occurred in September 2001. Subsequent
meetings occurred on a regular basis, with updates from each participant as to their
experience and findings relative to the dendritic product. The last quarterly
meeting was held March 2004, and a final project report was submitted by ASiMI in
May 2004.

MARKET TRANSFORMATION THEORY
The energy efficiency premise for the project is that energy savings are available
beyond the process of manufacturing a dendritic polysilicon and can come from the
crystal growers who use the new product. The Shell Solar Silicon Crystal Growing
project demonstrated significant energy savings, as well as production benefits from
using a smaller flowable polysilicon feedstock in the crystal-growing process. As
noted previously, only one provider, MEMC, produced such a feedstock at the outset
of the ASiMI project. A dendritic polysilicon product from ASiMI could potentially
be used by Shell Solar and also by semiconductor silicon growing facilities. This
would likely lead to energy savings in these production processes.
The market transformation theory at the core of this project is similar to that for
the Microelectronics Initiative as noted in the introduction:
“The core hypothesis for the Microelectronics Initiative is that by working with a small
number of interested players to identify and implement energy efficiency changes, the
changes will spill over internally and to others in the industry through the tendency of
firms to use a ’copy exact’ approach to design.”

A specific expectation for the ASiMI project is that by working with leading
international crystal growers located in the Pacific Northwest, their use of dendritic
polysilicon product will facilitate their increased use of recharge, leading to energy
savings. It is further expected that as a result of those experiences, other crystalgrowing firms will wish to use the dendritic material and other producers of
polysilicon product will see a market and produce more flowable product; this is
expected to lead to increased energy savings throughout the industry, and
specifically in the Pacific Northwest. Key to the dissemination process was the role
of Shell Solar as a non-semiconductor crystal grower who could be more open to
sharing its experience with others, thus furthering the market transformation
objectives for the Alliance.
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PROJECT PROGRESS
In this section, we discuss the project history, the status at project termination and
reflect on the market transformation theory utilized.
Project History
The project began fairly quickly. ASiMI was already experimenting with the
dendritic process; they could produce good teardrop polysilicon material and they
proceeded to produce a product by early fall 2001. The first test batches of the
product were shipped to Shell Solar and SEH-A in fall 2001. At that time, the
energy savings from production were confirmed in initial tests at ASiMI.
Shell Solar worked with JAX Industries to develop a recharge unit that would work
with the dendritic material and SEH-A sought internal approval to test the new
product in a qualifications process for the Vancouver, Washington, facility.
Also in fall 2001, the semiconductor industry began to experience a significant
economic downturn. This downturn was expected to last less than a year. This led
ASiMI to cease general production at their Moses Lake facility due to the economic
downturn and the limited demand for polysilicon. However, testing and crystal
production using the dendritic material continued using warehoused material.
By January 2002, ASiMI had confirmed energy-savings goals for the teardrop
polysilicon material in the “A” reactors at its Moses Lake facility.8 The product now
was called Teardrop™. Testing of the product at SEH-A and Shell was able to
begin, as SEH-A had internal approval to proceed and Shell had completed
modifications to their recharge units.
In June 2002, the quarterly meeting provided updates on the status of the testing at
SEH-A and Shell, and revealed that ASiMI was going to move production of the
dendritic product to their Butte facility. The test results showed SEH-A and Shell
had moved along well, although there were some technical issues SEH-A required
ASiMI to address regarding product specifications. Shell Solar, meanwhile, reported
that the teardrop product was not working well in their side-recharge device.

8

Silicon polysilicon is manufactured is a reactor in which gases and silicon react to form the crystals. Each
producer has a proprietary process; ASiMI’s process is one of the few that uses Silane. ASiMI has several
generations of reactors at their two plants in the Pacific Northwest. The focus at the Moses Lake facility was on
the “A” reactors with the intention of developing the process in these reactors and then adapting a process
that had proven to work for other reactors in the Moses Lake and Butte facilities.
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The change in facility for production was the result of a joint venture between
ASiMI and Renewable Energy Corporation (REC) to use the Moses Lake facility
solely for polysilicon products of solar-grade silicon (SGS) for the solar photovoltaic
industry. Moving production to the Butte facility could have resulted in a different
product than the Teardrop™ material produced by the Moses Lake facility because
the reactors in Butte were different. Additionally, there were concerns the new
product might not result in the energy reductions observed for the Moses Lake
facility, as the Butte reactors and production facility were newer and thus
inherently more energy efficient.
Another concern was whether the production facility at Moses Lake would continue
producing Teardrop™. However, REC indicated that they would be using the
Teardrop™ growth curves for the SGS product and therefore the energy savings
were likely to continue with the new owners. (A verification of the savings was
conducted for the Moses Lake facility in 2003 and is provided in Appendix B.)
Throughout 2002, the ASiMI team worked at the Butte facility to develop growth
curves to produce a dendritic material similar to that produced in Moses Lake.
There were a variety of technical issues that emerged. One concern in the Moses
Lake trials has been the formation of silicon powder in the reactors. It was not
known whether the powder was a contaminant or an aid to the process. Funds and
time were required to collect the powder during the reaction process using
customized instrumentation, and to conduct a test of the powder at a specialized
lab. Ultimately, though many questions were unanswered by the tests, the results
turned out to be important to the optimization of production efficiencies at the
Butte facility.
By the end of 2002, it was clear that a comparable dendritic material could be
manufactured at the Butte facility. This material was labeled Teardrop™ Plus, in
part because the resulting product includes polysilicon other than just the tears
(specifically, the crushed core). By December, ASiMI locked in the growth curves for
the Teardrop™ Plus product in Butte and was able to supply Shell Solar and SEHA with a consistent product for qualification. That month, ASiMI reported that
using the locked-in growth curves, there was a 22.6% reduction in energy use for
production of the Teardrop™ Plus product compared to the use of the same reactors
for standard CZ production.
In 2003, ASiMI had one reactor producing Teardrop™ Plus and 50 additional
reactors that could be used to produce Teardrop™ Plus, if there were a market for
it. Of these 50 reactors, 40 were operational and 10 were non-operational, with
plans to commission the latter reactors gradually throughout 2003.
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In 2003, SEH-A and Shell Solar worked with the Teardrop™ Plus product. In June
2003, SEH-A completed the first step of product qualification. In this step, they
conducted a variety of tests to determine if Teardrop™ Plus met their product
specifications. The tests were mandated by SEH-A, who required that they be
accomplished in a rigorous fashion. (As an aside, the internal team involved in
growing the silicon crystals also reported a favorable experience in using the
product from a handling and quality of product point-of-view; in large part because
it was similar in handling characteristics to other products they like.)
Following the qualification period, the Teardrop™ Plus product entered a threemonth trial period, in which no more than 5% of the product could be used in
approved applications. The product was fully qualified after the trial period. The
product was found to be useful for both recharge and as fill with chunk poly in the
initial batch melts. This combination of chunk and Teardrop™ Plus, while not
resulting in measurable energy savings, has the potential if handled in a consistent
manner; however, the melt process typically has too much variability to permit
consistent energy savings.
During the same period of time, Shell Solar performed two types of tests using the
Teardrop™ Plus material. One was to qualify the material for use in batch melts for
crystal growing. The product proved to be comparable with other polysilicon
feedstock materials. The second test was to use the larger side feeder developed for
the larger Teardrop™ Plus material. Shell Solar had mixed results, in that the
product was able to flow initially, but would not always flow freely. Eventually the
ball-valve failed, requiring additional redesign of the side feeder, which by the end
of 2003 had not yet been modified satisfactorily.
Unexpectedly in late 2003, Solar Recycling Service (SRS) offered a prototype for an
alternative side-recharge device. In 2004, SRS began working with Kayex to develop
a side-recharge device for use with Kayex growers. At the same time, JAX
Industries was continuing to test modifications of their side-recharge device.
In 2003, both SEH-A and Shell Solar had been approached by other poly
manufacturers about their interest in alternative products to consider as
competitors to the Teardrop™ Plus. Other polysilicon crystal growers had also
informally asked about the experiences the companies had had with the Teardrop™
Plus.
The market for poly in 2003 was still slow, but by 2004, it had turned around. Two
factors played into this. First, the solar market had shown steady growth
throughout the down period for semiconductor poly. The investment in the Moses
Lake facility by REC had provided poly only for the solar market. This product
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could be purchased by Shell Solar and other solar manufacturers, but was not
suitable for use by semiconductor crystal growers. In 2004, the semiconductor
market began to show increased demand for poly and there was a need for more
production of polysilicon. During 2004, ASiMI completed making all reactors
operational at their Butte facility and, by mid-2005, that facility was in full
production for the semiconductor market.
Project Status at Termination
The project terminated in spring 2004, with the submission of the final project
report to the Alliance in April 2004. The project had success in developing the
dendritic polysilicon product and bringing it to market as a viable material for both
solar and semiconductor industry use. The energy savings for the Teardrop™
material produced by the Moses Lake facility were verified and it appears from the
final report that the Butte facility achieved comparable energy savings with the
Teardrop™ Plus product, although these savings estimates were not independently
verified.
As of spring 2005, production at ASiMI is at full capacity and Teardrop™ Plus is
being manufactured in “more than one and less than 50” reactors. SEH-Japan is
completing a qualification process for Teardrop™ Plus and anticipates using
Teardrop™ Plus in facilities in Japan, as well as in Vancouver, Washington. Two
other semiconductor firms are also in the process of conducting qualification tests
for Teardrop™ Plus.
In 2005, Shell Solar has limited recharge activities; as there is a shortage of
flowable material that works with their side-recharge devices. MEMC was
apparently using all its products itself. Shell has challenged SRS, along with Kayex
and JAX Industries, to design a working side-recharge solution that will work with
the Teardrop™ Plus and other chip material, as well as with the MEMC beads.
Once a device is available, they plan to convert all of their growers to the new siderecharge device and to be able to use a wide variety of flowable materials—chip,
tears or beads.
Other producers of flowable materials are entering the market; other than the
ASiMI product, the majority of other flowable products are chips. Industry contacts
noted that at least two or three firms are working to make granular materials that
will flow in a manner similar to MEMC beads. The major market for these flowable
materials remains the solar industry, as recharge use is limited among
semiconductor-grade silicon crystal growers. The lack of consistent availability of
product is still a concern—although perhaps a diminishing one—for the
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semiconductor market, as more product options evolve. Another limitation for
increased recharge for semiconductor crystal manufacturing remains the complexity
of the crystal-growing process, because there are limited commodity applications
and ongoing requirements for the many different types of crystals utilized for
different products.
In February 2005, ASiMI and REC announced the possible purchase of the Butte
facility by REC. This facility would also be used for SGS, but would likely also
retain its semiconductor customers with long-term contracts. If the sale occurs,
REC will be the second-largest poly manufacturer in the world, after the leader
Hemlock.

SUMMARY AND ASSESSMENT OF THE MARKET TRANSFORMATION THEORY
To reiterate the program theory stated at the outset of this chapter—the
expectation for the ASiMI project is that by working with leading international
crystal growers located in the Pacific Northwest:
Their use of dendritic polysilicon product will facilitate increased use of
recharge, leading to energy savings.
As a result of ASiMI’s experiences, other crystal-growing firms will wish
to use the dendritic material and other producers of polysilicon product
will see a market and produce more flowable product,
This will lead to increased energy savings throughout the industry and,
specifically, in the Pacific Northwest.
The fact that energy is not typically an issue for polysilicon producers or crystal
growers was confirmed at a workshop sponsored by MEMC in Portland on May 5,
2004. Even for a product seemingly as simple and well established as growing
silicon crystals or providing wafers, MEMC stressed that this work is highly
technical. There is cutting-edge development work in every aspect of this industry.
For instance, new materials for specialized wafers will be needed to produce the
advanced microelectronics over the next few years.
According to the MEMC crystal-growing scientist, except for a few research-related
efforts, advancements in crystal growing do not consider energy use.
Notwithstanding the previous point, it is well recognized that crystal growing is
energy intensive and that recharge can reduce energy use. Recharge, a clear energy
reducing activity, is widely used at MEMC, with up to four crystals pulled per
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batch. The main economic driver for recharge at MEMC is crucible costs, especially
for 300-mm crystals.
MEMC’s comments were consistent with those of Shell Solar in their research into
recharge and energy savings, in that they demonstrated that energy savings from
recharge were important, but that the main economic driver was the reduction in
crucible costs. Thus, it would seem reasonable to assume that recharge could be of
increased interest to semiconductor crystal growers in the near future as the
industry moves towards more commodity products, just as it already is to solar
crystal growers.
Discussions with those involved in the ASiMI project confirmed that the dendritic
material can be used for recharge; yet at this time, there is no indication that
recharge is increasing in the semiconductor industry. There remains a reluctance to
commit to recharge by semiconductor manufacturers, due to limited product
availability and difficulties in doing side recharge with the products and equipment
currently available. However, the use of the Teardrop™ and Teardrop™ Plus
material in batch processes, as well as other smaller feedstock material, also has
benefits to improve the melt conditions, which may or may not save energy.
So the first part of the theory is only partially confirmed, because the product is of
interest to the solar and the semiconductor market, though not specifically for
recharge. Thus energy savings are occurring at the Moses Lake and Butte plants as
a result of this project because the demand for the product is growing. In addition,
Shell Solar is continuing to pursue development of a satisfactory side-recharge
device, which would potentially affect the market interest in recharge.
The second part of the theory appears to be supported. There are substantial
indicators that more flowable materials are entering the market and that at least
three manufacturers are exploring ways to make granular materials. Thus, while it
appears that the first part of the theory is only partially supported, there are strong
indications that the market is moving in the direction of desiring more flowable
materials, which could ultimately result in more recharge. The current interest in
flowable materials is largely driven by their lower cost and the ability to use them
with batch processing to facilitate the melt.
For the third component of the market transformation theory to be fulfilled requires
that recharge be adopted more fully in the market. While this is not yet occurring,
as noted, the market is seeing the potential and on its own is responding to the
challenge.
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The Alliance played a significant role in this evolution by supporting the
development of a new flowable material, by supporting the qualifications testing of
the material in a leading semiconductor-grade crystal growing facility and by
supporting the developing of side-recharge devices in an environment where the
nature of the information could be shared more readily to other industry players.
Several factors appear to have aided the project:
The presence of industry-leading firms in the Pacific Northwest,
specifically ASiMI and SEH-A;
Key people at ASiMI and SEH-A who know, trust and respect each other;
The willingness of Shell Solar to share its learning in the original Shell
project and in the ASiMI project;
A downturn in the industry, which gave the firms enough time to act,
learn and respond before the next upturn; and
The Alliance’s leadership role in funding and supporting the collaboration.

COMMENT ON THE DENDRITIC POLYSILICON PROJECT COST-EFFECTIVENESS
MODEL
A comparison of the current status of the ASiMI project for production of dendritic
(teardrop) polysilicon feedstock for recharge of crucibles used in crystal growing
with the Alliance Cost Effectiveness (ACE) model for the project, offers further
insights into the project’s progress, as well as providing a gauge of the model’s
appropriateness. The following thoughts emerged from this comparison.
The project’s cost has been lower than the ACE model’s projection—$2,252,000 was
originally approved for the project, one-half of which was to have been private
capital. The last projection for the project’s cost is $1,600,000, one-half of which was
private capital.9
The ACE models’ projection for energy savings resulting from the production of the
new type of polysilicon feedstock was remarkably accurate. Specifically, the model
projected energy savings of 22%. The reduction in energy use to produce the
dendritic polysilicon has been 22.6% at ASiMI’s Butte, Montana, facility, and 21.6%

9

Dendritic (TeardropTM) Polysilicon Production Project Final Report, Reis et al., April 2004.
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at the former ASiMI (now Solar Grade Silicon or SGS) facility in Moses Lake,
Washington. These savings arose directly from this project and the Alliance should
claim credit for them, with consideration of Grant County PUD’s financial
contributions to the Moses Lake projects.
The Moses Lake facility currently uses the growth curves for Teardrop™, but does
not make Teardrop™. The energy savings are considered comparable. The Butte
facility currently is making Teardrop™ Plus in “more than one but less than all”
reactors at Butte. At the same time, negotiations are underway for SGS to purchase
the Butte facility, with an intention to use some of its capacity for production in
solar and some for semiconductor, at least until existing contracts are fulfilled. It is
reasonable to assume that the growth curves will be used at Butte, even if
Teardrop™ Plus is not produced. However, it is difficult to know what proportion of
production at the two facilities will use the growth curves for the dendritic product.
It appears that all of the “A” reactors in Moses Lake use the growth curves, but it is
unknown as to the total product using these growth curves for reactors in Butte
currently, although it is likely to be all reactors once SGS purchases the facility.
Over time, therefore, the production in the Pacific Northwest of polysilicon
feedstock using the growth curves is likely to increase. The Moses Lake and Butte
production facilities have the capacity to meet the demand for both solar-grade and
semiconductor-grade silicon, although eventually it is likely that all production will
be for solar grade silicon. Further, Shell Solar has expressed an interest in using
either Moses Lake or Butte products if the difficulty in using this production can be
overcome.
The ability to compare actual results with the ACE model’s projections for
incremental energy savings resulting from the use of dendritic polysilicon in crystalgrowing recharge devices however, is a bit compromised. Some percentages and
numbers used in the model for the amount of the product used regionally are
inconsistent in the model.10 Furthermore, the manner in which those percentages
were applied is unclear.11 In addition, the percentages appear to be too high based
upon current circumstances.

10

Page one of the ACE model write-up says “less than 20% of the [regionally produced] polysilicon is used in the
region….” But page two says the amount is “25%.” Further, page one of the model states, “The program is
assumed to produce about 6,000 Metric Tons (MT) of polysilicon from 2001 to 2010.” However, page two states
this ten-year production amount is “…about 16,539 Metric Tons….”

11

The computation of the “combined weighted savings” on page one of the model seems flawed. We believe
the combined weighted savings should be adjusted up—reflecting the combination of savings from dendritic
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Specifically, the projections were based upon the product’s anticipated use by four
regional, crystal-growing facilities. However, one of those facilities is closed; another
only uses feedstock from Germany. One of the two remaining facilities, SEH-A, uses
the product as fill for a normal melt and the other, Shell Solar, will use the product
for recharge if they are able to resolve flow problems with their side-recharge
devices. Currently, both facilities use the product only for fill with chunk-poly
feedstock. Consequently, the amount of dendritic polysilicon consumed in the region
is probably less than 5% of the produced amount.
The use of recharge was projected to reduce the energy used in crystal growing by
about 10%. However, according to the Summit Blue report of April 2005, such
energy savings are greater and are estimated by a Shell Solar engineer to be
roughly 16% of the energy used by an unmodified hot zone. For a hot zone that has
been insulated and had related modifications, the energy savings from recharge are
equivalent to about 26%.12
Assuming the estimate that the amount of Pacific Northwest teardrop polysilicon
used regionally in recharge is less than 5%, energy savings attributable to this use
would be less than 5% of the 16% of the energy used to grow crystals without
recharge or teardrop poly. That is, such savings would be less than 2%. Thus, the
regional energy savings attributable to the use of teardrop polysilicon in recharge
are quite small and probably negligible at this time.
As noted above, the major savings from using recharge are not in energy, but in
productivity and consumables—the amount of an expensive argon (also a
greenhouse gas) used in the process is significantly reduced, and by not cooling and
reheating the quartz crucible (used to melt the polysilicon), its life is extended.
The assumption of increasing use of recharge also appears to be overstated. Rather
than a 5% increase in recharge capacity each year, there appears to be an upper
bound to adoption of the material. Assuming Shell Solar is able to resolve the
problem with side recharge, an increase in the use of teardrop polysilicon from the
Moses Lake SGS plant could be expected to occur, until all hot zones in operation at
Shell Solar are retrofitted with the modified side-recharge devices. However, the
use of Teardrop PlusTM from the Butte Plant for recharge by a semiconductor-grade

polysilicon production and the savings attributable to the use of dendritic polysilicon in the recharge process—
rather than adjusted down, as is done in the model.
12

Energy use of an unmodified hot zone is approximately 1,800 kWh per day, while the energy use of a modified
(efficient) hot zone is 1,080 kWh per day. Recharge energy savings were estimated to be about 279 kWh (1,395
kWh-1,116 kWh) per day per hot zone. Siemens/Shell M&T Findings, Summit Blue Consulting, April 21, 2005, pp.34.
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silicon crystal grower in the region is unlikely in the next five years, even if an
acceptable side-recharge solution is found. Beyond five years, the possibility
increases if SEH-America continues operation in the region.
This review suggests that some assumptions for the ASiMI ACE model should be
revised. The savings of approximately 22% appears reasonable if applied to the
amount of polysilicon production per site. The savings from recharge, and the
estimated first cost, however, are low, while the rate of adoption, 5%, is too high in
light of the closing of wafer manufacturing plants in recent years, and is flat at this
time. Thus, the rate of adoption and the estimated savings should be reduced as per
this discussion.
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This chapter provides an assessment of the Microelectronics Workshop presented by
the Alliance in Portland, Oregon, on September 16, 2004.
The one day-long workshop, held at Portland’s World Trade Center, consisted of six
presentations on various energy efficiency aspects of the microelectronics industry
and a panel discussion on regional project assistance programs by representatives
of the Oregon Department of Energy, Idaho Power, Clark PUD and the Energy
Trust of Oregon, Inc. The five presentation topics were:
1. Energy Challenges in Meeting the International Roadmap for
Semiconductors, by Phil Naughton of International SEMATECH.
2. Energy Efficient Fab Design, by Steve Cook of International Design and
Construction.
3. Benchmarking Studies of Cleanrooms, Laboratories and Data Centers, by
Bill Tschudi of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
4. Low Energy Fan Systems for Cleanrooms, by Peter Rumsey of Rumsey
Engineers
5. Review of Alliance Special Fund Projects to Monitor and Analyze Chilled
Water Systems, by Steven Scott of MetaResource Group

EVALUATION APPROACH
Research Into Action attended the workshop and conducted interviews with
participants about three months after their participation. Two interview guides
were developed, based on the role the individual has in the microelectronics
industry: one for contractors who provide services to semiconductor fabs and one for
employees of semiconductor fabs. A telephone survey of the workshop participants
was performed in December 2004. The interviews lasted approximately 20 minutes
each.
There were 14 employees and three contractors who attended the workshop. We
interviewed 12 of the employees (one interview was incomplete) and all three of the
contractors.
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The objectives of this assessment were to:
Document satisfaction with the workshop from the perspectives of
participants;
Document the transmission of the workshop’s energy efficiency ideas to
the companies employing the workshop participants;
Assess demand for such workshops and obtain participant suggestions for
future workshops;
Assess recent changes in the microelectronics industry perceived by the
workshop participants;
Identify barriers to energy efficiency in the microelectronics industry;
Assess the reach of the Alliance’s efforts to convey its messages to various
segments of the microelectronics industry; and
Recommend workshop modifications suggested by the evaluation findings.

FINDINGS
The following discusses the results of the interviews with participants relative to
workshop effectiveness, use of the information, desire for future workshops,
satisfaction with the workshop elements and some industry perspectives.
Workshop Effectiveness
All of the participants said they learned something about energy efficiency in the
microelectronics industry from the workshop. This was true even though all but one
of the interviewed participants said they were already aware of energy efficiency
before they attended the workshop.
Moreover, three-quarters of the semiconductor employee participants said the
workshop information addressed some of the concerns they had about improving
energy efficiency in their facility. Information that addressed their particular
concerns included case studies of other facilities that had lowered the velocity of
their fan filter units (four mentions), information on mini-environment efficiency,
fan selection, energy efficiency advancements of tools, clean-dry-air setup,
International Roadmap for Semiconductors energy target requirements, gas cabinet
exhaust and cleanrooms in general.
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Of the three fab employee participants who said the information presented during
the workshop did not address any of the concerns they had about improving energy
efficiency at their facility, one was new to the facility and another one said he
obtained such information while networking with colleagues during the workshop.
Only one of the three contractor participants said the workshop information
addressed some of the concerns he had about improving the energy efficiency of a
facility in which he was working. That information was from the fume hood
research.
Three-quarters of the fab employee participants also said the workshop provided
them with new ideas or ways of thinking about energy. These new ideas or ways of
thinking were in regard to chiller and cooling tower information (two mentions),
built-in efficiencies of fab design, tool heat dissipation from process tools, lower
exhaust wet-bench designs, other companies’ economic analyses and acceptable
risks, process filters, how energy savings from coil design can offset first costs,
utility rebates, general cleanroom applications and the perhaps counterproductive
realization of how small an expense energy is to semiconductor fabrication plants as
a percent of operating costs.
Two of the three contractor participants said the workshop provided them with new
ideas or ways of thinking about energy. One of these could not remember a specific
example and the other said, as before, the new ideas were in regard to fume hoods.
Dissemination and Impact of Workshop Ideas
Roughly four-fifths (83%) of the fab employee participants had discussed one or
more of the ideas presented at the workshop with their fellow employees. Ideas
from the session entitled Strategies to Lower Fan System Energy Use were the most
commonly discussed (Table 2), with all but one of the employee participants who
reported talking about workshop ideas reporting using ones from that session.
However, all of the workshop presentations provided ideas for such workplace
exchanges.
Only one of the three contractor participants had discussed ideas presented at the
workshop with other members of his firm. That contractor said he had discussed
ideas presented in three of the sessions: Energy Efficient Fab Design Study,
Benchmarking Studies of Clean Rooms, Laboratories and Data Centers and
Strategies to Lower Fan System Energy Use. None of the contractor participants had
yet discussed any of the workshop ideas with any of their clients.
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Table 2
WORKSHOP SESSIONS DISCUSSED AT WORK
(MULTIPLE RESPONSES ALLOWED)
SESSION

NUMBER

PERCENT
(N=15)

Strategies to Lower Fan System Energy Use

10*

67%

Energy Efficient Fab Design Study

7*

47%

Benchmarking Studies of Cleanrooms, Laboratories and Data
Centers

6*

40%

Requirements for Meeting Energy Targets in the International
Roadmap for Semiconductors

5

33%

Review of Alliance Projects to Monitor and Analyze Chilled
Water Systems

5

33%

* Includes contractor participant.

Seven of the ten fab employee participants who had discussed workshop ideas at
work said suggestions from these exchanges had been taken into serious
consideration at their facility and have led to a variety of results, including
restarting an energy team, instituting a setback for air handling units,
incorporation of the discussion ideas into studies for fan systems and for a small
fab, and general energy conservation efforts (two mentions).
The three contractors who said suggestions from their discussions had not been
taken into serious consideration gave the following reasons for this: the industry is
in a downturn, change is a slow process and, simply, the discussions had not been
pursued.
Future Workshops
The participants clearly thought the workshop was valuable. All of them said they
would encourage the Alliance to hold more of these workshops. Further, all of them
said they would attend a similar workshop held in the next 18 months and all but
one (an employee participant) said they would recommend that others from their
company attend such a workshop.
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In addition to the session topics presented at the September workshop, participants
expressed interest in an array of other possible ideas. Particular subjects or
information these participants would like to cover in future workshops include:
efficiency and power consumption of process tools (two mentions), process vacuum
pump case studies, heating water systems, health and safety topics, laser motor
alignment, fan wall design, air change per hour rates in cleanrooms, use of
compressed dry air instead of nitrogen, chillers, boiler seasonal efficiency, updates
on energy conservation and, generically, more details on the same topics presented
in the first workshop and new information.
Workshop participants also suggested some speakers from whom they would like to
hear at a future workshop. Suggested speakers include: Paul DuPont, PE
(consulting engineer, President, DuPont Consulting, Portland, Oregon), Henry
Manczyk, CEM (Director of Facilities Management for Monroe County, New York,
Principal, Manczyk Energy Consulting, Rochester, New York), the “guys at
MagnaDrive”(manufacturer of magnetic drives for industrial motor applications),
and “people like Peter Rumsey, PE (President, Rumsey Engineers, Oakland,
California).” One participant suggested having “local Intel and HP guys share some
of their secrets.”
Suggestions from the participants as to the frequency of microelectronics workshops
ranged from monthly to biennially. However, most (eight) of the interviewed
participants would like such workshops to occur annually (Table 3).

Table 3
PREFERRED FREQUENCY OF WORKSHOPS
FREQUENCY

NUMBER

PERCENT
(N=15)

Monthly

1

7%

Semi-Annually

4

27%

Annually

8

53%

Biennially

1

7%

No Preference

1

7%
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Satisfaction with Other Workshop Elements
The interviewed participants had favorable impressions of the logistics of the
workshop. For example, all of them said there was enough time for networking at
the workshop (Table 4). Roughly three-quarters of them also felt there was enough
time for each of the presentations as well. All but two thought the location was
convenient and all but one thought the food was satisfactory.

Table 4
WORKSHOP IMPRESSIONS
IMPRESSION

YES

PERCENT
(N=15)

Enough Time for Networking

15

100%

Enough Time for Each Presentation

11

73%

World Trade Center Location Was Convenient

13

87%

Food Was Satisfactory

14

93%

Some of the participants who said there was not enough time for each presentation
made suggestions for improvement. These suggestions included tailoring the
amount of time allotted to each speaker more closely to the actual needs of the
presenter and providing shorter breaks so more time could be devoted to the
sessions. One of these participants asked for “more depth” in the presentations. In
this vein, one of the participants who said there was enough time for each of the
presentations also mentioned that one of them had too many slides.
The two participants who said the workshop location was not convenient would
have preferred something closer to their work: one a suburban location and the
other in a place closer to Idaho. One of these also mentioned that information on
parking would have been helpful. It should be noted that parking was also
mentioned as a problem by three of the participants who said the workshop location
was convenient.
Other suggested changes for future workshops were: more publicity, especially
clarifying in the notice that more than one person from a facility could attend;
better quality printing of handouts, especially in regard to black and white
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reproductions of color slides (two mentions); an internet message board for
networking outside of the workshop; the availability of speaker notes on CD; and
more industry presentations.
Industry Perspectives
One of the respondents declined to answer further questions at this point, so the
balance of these remarks reflects the views of the remaining 14 workshop
participants. Several topics were discussed regarding the microelectronics industry.
Two are presented here: barriers to addressing energy use and perceptions of the
Alliance. The rest are included in the market assessment chapter that follows.
Industry Barriers to Addressing Energy Use
Each Market Progress Evaluation has asked industry contacts about barriers to
addressing energy use in microelectronics facilities. For this evaluation, the
workshop participants were asked their current views on barriers. In most cases,
workshop participants mentioned more than one; however, two workshop
participants said there are no barriers to addressing energy use at semiconductor
firms in the Pacific Northwest and another said he did not know what such barriers
might be.
Of the mentioned barriers, the ones most frequently noted by the workshop
participants concerned financial considerations. Roughly three-fifths (57%) of these
participants mentioned various financial impediments. All but two of the mentioned
impediments were “first cost” or the related notion of the payback period being too
long.
The two remaining barriers concerned the industry’s business cycles and the
subsequent effects on investment capability. One noting the current situation of
decreased income, the other noting a Catch-22 situation: either money is so
plentiful in the industry that energy efficiency is not important, or money is so
scarce there is nothing to spend on energy efficiency.
Five other barriers were mentioned once each. Three are similar: the reluctance of
production engineers to change anything in the manufacturing environment, the
high number of process variables in semiconductor fabrication and the preeminence
of the product itself over all other considerations in industry decision-making. One
person mentioned a perception of lower durability of energy-efficient equipment and
another referred to the use by the Alliance of what he termed “Amory Lovins’
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numbers,” which he thought were misleading and unrealistic, thus, damaging the
credibility of energy savings projections.
The Reach of the Alliance
The interviewed workshop participants were asked what proportion of each of three
segments of the semiconductor industry in the Pacific Northwest has been reached
by the Alliance; these three segments are semiconductor firms, designers and
consulting engineers, and process equipment manufacturers.
Over half of the participants could not provide an estimate of the Alliance’s market
penetration for each of the three segments. The estimates of the remaining
participants varied widely for each of the three segments. Nonetheless, the
estimates suggest the Alliance has been more effective in reaching semiconductor
firms in Oregon, Washington and Idaho than in reaching designers and consulting
engineers in the Northwest, and more effective in reaching designers and consulting
engineers than in reaching process equipment manufacturers.

SUMMARY
The Alliance’s Microelectronics Workshop was effective in conveying new
information about energy efficiency in the microelectronics industry. Not only did
all of the workshop participants learn something from the sessions, but for most of
the participants, the workshop information addressed concerns they had about
improving energy efficiency in their facilities.
Furthermore, the workshop had an impact beyond its immediate audience. Most of
the participants had discussed ideas from the workshop with colleagues at work.
Roughly one-half of the participants said that the information from the workshop
has been taken under serious consideration at their facilities and several of these
discussions have resulted in energy-saving actions at their facilities. All of the
workshop topics provided ideas that were discussed by the participants with
colleagues after they returned to their workplaces.
The value of the workshop is further indicated by the participants’ unanimous
affirmation that they would attend another such workshop during the next 18
months. Almost all of them would also recommend such a workshop to their fellow
employees.
While the participants would like to hear more information on the same topics and
to hear again from the same speakers, they also named additional subjects and
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presenters they would like at a future workshop. The time allotted for workshop
presentations and for networking, the food and the workshop location were each
positively reviewed by most of the participants. There does however, appear to be
room to reduce the networking time and to increase that for presentations from
highly valued speakers.
The workshop participants expressed a variety of barriers to addressing energy use
at semiconductor firms in the Pacific Northwest; the most commonly mentioned
related to the industry’s focus upon a very short time period for returns on
investments and the primacy placed on the production process.
The participants believe the Alliance has been more effective in reaching
semiconductor firms in Oregon, Washington and Idaho than in reaching designers
and consulting engineers in the Northwest, and more effective in reaching designers
and consulting engineers than in reaching process equipment manufacturers.
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The second MPER included a market assessment for the Pacific Northwest
microelectronics industry, focusing on understanding the conditions in 2002 and the
potential changes to the industry between 2002 and 2007.
The Alliance’s interest in the microelectronics sector is based on the significant
energy intensity of this industry. The large energy requirement is driven by both
the production process and the need to maintain a clean environment—the
cleanroom—in which the production process occurs. Besides semiconductor fab
facilities, there are a number of other high-tech industries that have cleanrooms as
a common feature of their operations and their energy usage profile. These include
biomedical, pharmaceutical and the companies that support the microelectronics
industry, such as chemicals and cleanroom garments.
The precision manufacturing of microelectronics, particularly semiconductors,
demands that contamination from even the smallest dust particles be eliminated, so
all microelectronics facilities use cleanrooms to ensure that the air is free of
particles and closely controlled for temperature and humidity. The need for
contamination control is also important, though not as critical, for the biomedical,
pharmaceutical and other microelectronics and manufacturing industries. These
facilities might have air that is still very clean, but perhaps with a thousand times
the airborne particles than would be tolerated in a semiconductor fabrication
facility (fab).
The energy usage for equipment that provides cleanroom air filtration, air handling
and space cooling accounts for about 47% of fab energy use. The energy use for the
microchip production tools, nitrogen generation, compressed air and water
purification found in semiconductor fabs accounts for another 50% of the total. The
remaining 3% represents support services and lighting.13 Given the common
features across all cleanroom-using industries, the market assessment suggested
that there are probably similar opportunities for efficiency improvements in air
handling and cooling loads in all of these industries.

13

E-Source. Delivering Energy Services to Semiconductor and Related High-Tech Industries: Part 1: Market
Assessment. January 1998.
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The market assessment included a qualitative forecast of market conditions for
2004 and 2007. In this discussion, we review those forecasts and discuss the current
conditions.

REVIEW OF FORECASTS FROM THE SECOND MPER
Review of the Outlook for 2004
Our discussions with experts and with regional contacts in 2002 suggested no major
semiconductor production fabs would be built in the Pacific Northwest before 2007.
This was a significantly different vision than was seen in 1996, when the Alliance
first funded the Microelectronics Initiative. At that time, the forecast anticipated
three to five semiconductor fabs would be built in the region annually.
In addition, no major fab closures were expected in the region between 2002 and
2004. Ownership turnover however, was viewed as a significant driver in the
market during this period. The potential for adaptive reuse of existing facilities
seems to be an attraction for microelectronics firms to locate in the Pacific
Northwest. For example, in 2002, it was expected the Microchip/Matsushita facility
in Puyallup, Washington, would be purchased and reequipped as a semiconductor
fab foundry.14
It was expected that another potential for turnover would occur if the highest and
best use of a facility could not be fulfilled—for example, a dedicated fab being
purchased by a foundry. Also, existing cleanrooms might be converted to be used for
other microelectronics support needs, or for use by the biomedical, biotechnology or
pharmaceutical industries.
Although no major fabs were anticipated, in 2002 some of the contacts thought one
or two small ($100-$200 million) fab facilities might be built by mid-sized companies
that did not have a worldwide presence. Additionally, although not directly in the
Pacific Northwest region, the contacts anticipated Micron might go forward and
install tools to produce memory in their underutilized facility in Lehi, Utah.
Intel was expected to begin equipping their D1D fab and to turn their D1C facility
into a 300-mm production line. The contacts also envisioned that just past the 2004
window might be a time that Intel would begin development work on a new fab in
the Pacific Northwest.

14

A foundry manufactures semiconductors as an outsourced provider of commodity-grade wafers.
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Review of the Outlook for 2007
In 2002, the industry contacts saw no further contractions in capacity in the Pacific
Northwest through 2007. Experts foresaw the potential for a new fab in the Eugene,
Oregon, area and a major facility of one or two billion dollars located somewhere in
the region. These visions assumed that there would be major expansions built by
established companies, or perhaps by a foundry that wanted a facility here.
Specific companies that could do this included Intel, with another developmental
fab, or Micron, perhaps locating in the Pacific Northwest, but away from their
headquarters in Boise. Although building a fab in Asia is attractive for many
reasons, locating in the Pacific Northwest was expected to remain a consideration,
as both customers and suppliers are here along with a skilled workforce.
Actual Experience 2002 to 2004
In 2005, we can see that the market conditions for the semiconductor industry did
improve in the period after 2002. The former Fujitsu fab in Gresham, Oregon, was
purchased by Microchip, as was the fab in Puyallup, Washington. The Gresham
facility is one of the major production centers for Microchip and, according to news
reports, they were ramping up the Puyallup facility for production in 2005.
However, as of May 2005, this facility was again up for sale. Micron has not built
any new fabs in the Pacific Northwest and their Lehi, Utah, facility is in a testing
mode.
The Oregonian15 has had recent stories about negotiations between Intel and
Washington County regarding Intel’s desire to continue their tax breaks to 2025,
implying a long-term commitment to their Washington County facility. SEHAmerica in Vancouver, Washington, announced in the fall of 2004 that they were
now using their facility to produce 300-mm wafers, some of which are used by Intel.
Plant closures did occur in the Pacific Northwest: the SUMCo plants in Salem,
Oregon, both closed in December 2004, following an announcement in November
2003. SUMCo continues their operations in Ohio and Arizona, but not in the
Northwest. The ASiMI facility in Butte is at full production, as is SGS’ facility in
Moses Lake and Shell Solar. Solar Today16 reports direct competition for silicon

15

Rogway, Mike. “Intel isn’t holding all the chips in tax talks.” The Oregonian, Wednesday, March 16, 2005.

16

Maycock, Paul. “PV Supplies Pinched.” Solar Today. March/April 2005. pp. 20.
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feedstock from the semiconductor industry has resulted in price increases and
limited product availability.

CONTACTS’ VIEWS ON THE INDUSTRY
We asked the workshop participants, as well as contacts interviewed for the ASiMI
project and the special projects discussed in Chapter 5, how they believe the
microelectronics industry has changed during the past three years.
The workshop participants were asked specific questions, which are discussed
below, while the contacts for the ASiMI and special projects were asked about the
market in general. Contacts typically had a great deal to say.
Roughly two-thirds (64%) of the workshop participants discussed the changes over
the last three years primarily in terms of the economic conditions. Their specific
comments included remarks such as: the industry is “more cost-competitive,” “just
hanging in there,” “in the dumps,” and “trying to save money”; or there is a “greater
emphasis on cost reduction” and “costs are up.”
Contacts from the ASiMI and special projects also all noted that the industry is
different as a result of the business cycles from the late 1990s to 2002. There is an
expectation of continuing business cycles and a sense that the industry is more
mature and, hence, more cost-competitive and less likely to take big risks.
Three of the workshop participants mentioned that the microelectronics industry is
trying to save energy more than it did three years ago. However, one of the three
added that these efforts are driven by concerns about image, implying neither costs
nor conservation were the underlying motivation for energy-use considerations.
That participant further clarified his meaning, saying the industry is not driven by
energy costs, but by taxes and available infrastructure.
Other changes mentioned by the workshop participants were that the industry is
more cyclical, there are more plants overseas, the technology is being developed at a
slower pace, there has been industry consolidation, there is more environmental
consciousness, there is increasing production, and more complex products are being
made, requiring cleaner cleanrooms.
Roughly three-fifths (57%) of the workshop participants said there is increased
attention paid to energy use by their company when comparing today with three
years ago. While roughly one-third (36%) of them said there has been no change in
the attention paid by their company to energy use during that time, some of these
conditioned their responses by saying their company was less than three years old,
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or their company has always been conscious of energy use. Another participant was
too new to know whether a change had occurred in the attention paid to energy use
at their firm.
The most common reason given for the change in the amount of attention given to
energy use was economic considerations. Three-quarters of those who said there has
been such a change mentioned this reason. Other reasons, given once each, were the
positive example of one of their other facilities and, simply, a concern for energy
conservation.
Five of the eight workshop participants (63%) who said there is increased attention
paid to energy use by their company when comparing today with three years ago,
also said the Alliance has had a positive influence in generating this increased
attention. These participants gave various reasons for this, including the Alliance’s
Opti-Chill program (two mentions), the Microelectronics Workshop itself and the
Alliance’s reinforcing efforts in general.
The most common response to a question about the future of the microelectronics
industry in the Pacific Northwest compared to the rest of the United States and the
world was: “Don’t know.” Roughly two-fifths (43%) of the workshop participants
gave this response. Other responses to this question were “less than Asia” (three
mentions), “no growth” (two mentions), “declining” (two mentions) and “the same as
the rest of the United States” (one mention).
Contacts with the ASiMI project all noted that energy is a much more important
issue for the production of wafers than it was in the past. As noted in the previous
chapter on the project, the need for cost control in large measure is spurring the
market for smaller feedstock material such as Teardrop™ Plus.
All contacts in this year’s research indicated that there were no future fabs on the
horizon for the Pacific Northwest, that most new fabs were targeted for Asia
(especially China) and that the business cycle is likely to be down by 2007.

SUMMARY
The market assessment for this MPER was much less formal than for the MPER in
2002. The primary activity was to follow up on what events had actually occurred
and compare them to expectations voiced in 2002. Additionally, workshop
participants and interview contacts for the ASiMI and special projects were also
asked for their views.
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The microelectronics industry in the Pacific Northwest remains a significant
employer. There are semiconductor plants in operation and plans appear to exist for
the long-term presence of major facilities for Intel. The continuation of the
polysilicon production facilities in Moses Lake and Butte appears likely, although
they will shift to focus on the solar market, while maintaining some semiconductor
market share. HP recently completed a renovation of their Fab 3 plant; Microchip
purchased two dormant facilities and is using one of them.
While there are likely to be business cycles, and probably a low cycle by 2007, it
appears there will be an ongoing microelectronics industry presence in the Pacific
Northwest.
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The Alliance finalized three chilled water special projects and conducted two new
special projects in 2003 and 2004. The first new project was a design charette that
focused on the planning of a highly energy-efficient semiconductor fabrication
facility. The second special project was the development and testing of an energyefficient exhaust abatement technology with a subsidiary of IDC called Aketon. A
summary of the findings from the three chilled water projects and a summary of
each of the new special projects are presented below. This is followed by an update
on the Shell Solar project.

CHILLED WATER PLANT SPECIAL PROJECTS
As part of the Special Projects Fund, the Alliance funded projects with three chip
manufacturers: Hewlett-Packard (HP), Intel and ZiLOG. All three projects paid for
energy-efficiency consulting engineering firms to analyze the energy used in the
chilled water plants serving their manufacturing process. The consultants identified
efficiency options, resulting energy savings and the costs of these actions, including
capital, labor and any other costs or impacts.
The projects are briefly described in Table 5. The ZiLOG project was completed
first. The Intel and HP projects were completed in late 2003 and early 2004
respectively.

Table 5
CHILLED WATER PROJECTS
CONSULTING ENGINEERING FIRM
Rumsey Engineers
Willis Energy Services
Engineered Web Information Systems
(EN-WISE)

SEMICONDUCTOR
FIRM
ZiLOG

APPROACH
Walk-through audit, benchmarking
and analysis

Intel

Opti-Chill chilled water system
modeling

Hewlett-Packard

Detailed instrumentation and data
augmentation
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The approach to the ZiLOG project included short-term monitoring of the plant’s
major equipment (motors, chillers, pumps, towers and air handlers), establishing
energy-use benchmarks, analyzing and comparing the data to the benchmarks, and
making recommendations. Unfortunately, the facility closed shortly after the audit
report was submitted, so there were only limited opportunities for implementation
of the recommendations.
Implemented measures at ZiLOG included operating all three exhaust scrubbers in
parallel and raising the chilled water temperature to 42°F. Resulting benefits of
this brief experiment were improved monitoring capabilities, the availability of
additional sensors for better control of the chilled water system, the identification of
a process contamination potential from the air-wash system and help in
documenting ISO 14001 goals.
The approach to the Intel project involved instrumentation assessment and detailed
data collection on the chilled water system, specifically on the piping, pumps and
chillers. It also included the creation of an accurate and detailed model for chilled
water system performance, the simulation of efficiency options using the model and
recommendations based upon the results of this analysis.
The measures implemented for the Intel project were: replacement of the cooling
tower spray nozzles; changing the staging and set points for the chiller and cooling
tower; reducing the chilled water flow and improving its balancing; and trimming
the chilled water pump impellers. This project has improved the facility operators’
understanding of the system’s performance and has resulted in lower maintenance
costs. Other benefits have included improved understanding of overall system
hydraulics for expansion and additional insights into control changes.
The approach to the HP project was to install and calibrate additional sensors,
integrate this with facility control system information and configure a network for
additional energy monitoring. The purposes of this detailed monitoring were to
provide a means for data visualization, establish system metrics, allow analysis of
those metrics and make appropriate recommendations for facility changes. Data
visualization is a means for displaying very large quantities of data in graphic form.
The result of the analysis led HP to sequence the efficient water chillers first and to
stage the chillers to minimize part-load operation. The use of electrical pipe freeze
protection tape was reduced and the least-efficient glycol chiller was run last. The
low-temperature hot water heat exchanger pump control was also improved. In
addition, other measures are being identified through the system on an ongoing
basis.
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As a result of these measures, better decisions have been made about which chillers
to operate and about appropriate programming and hardware changes to be done.
Importantly, the facility operators gained increased knowledge about how the
chilled water system actually works. Necessary updates to meet some specifications
have been accomplished. Finally, the project identified an improperly-working
cooling coil that could have compromised the manufacturing process.
Looking at these three projects, they have been successful in a number of ways. All
three projects obtained energy savings while demonstrating the potential for
further efficiencies. The projects were considered cost-effective by the facilities, even
with low Northwest energy rates. The projects improved plant operations and plant
maintenance practices. The projects helped document ISO 14001 goals. The projects
also raised awareness that energy costs are controllable without compromising
production, resulting in the establishment of energy reduction goals and the
initiation of corporate energy policies at two of the firms.
As a final note on the larger impact of these projects, it is likely that fab renovation
and changes in fab ownership will continue in the Northwest. The lessons from
these projects provide an ongoing guide for fab renovation and system upgrades as
they occur.
The three different approaches taken by the three projects have both disadvantages
and advantages. The disadvantage of the walk-through and benchmark approach
used for the ZiLOG project is that it is relatively qualitative and not necessarily
systemic. The chilled water system modeling approach, used in the Intel project,
has the disadvantage of being somewhat time-intensive and expensive, and of
covering only the chilled water system. In addition, it has not been replicated at
Intel or anywhere else. Disadvantages of the approach at the HP facility using
instrumentation and data augmentation include its expense and the requirement of
a long-term commitment. That approach also requires specialized software and
skills for data interpretation that HP does not have internally.
The advantages of the walk-through and benchmark approach are that it can be
implemented in a shorter timeframe, that it is very cost-effective and that it
provides a full range of actionable items. The chilled water system modeling
approach offers the advantages of accurate simulation, improved understanding of
system hydraulics and the identification of specific system problems.
Instrumentation and data augmentation have the advantage of visualization and
system metrics, which allows comparison over time, both internally and with other
facilities. The metrics also provide documentation for ISO 14001. System
performance and results are also precisely known with this approach.
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In summary, looking across the disadvantages and advantages, all three
approaches are worthy, but the least expensive is effective, takes less time and does
achieve savings. As a long-term investment, monitoring, as in the approach taken
for the HP project, provides in-depth understanding and the greatest ability to
improve system control and makes sense when long-term operation of the facility is
likely.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT FAB DESIGN CHARETTE
The Energy Efficient Fab Design Charette was held on August 13 and 14, 2002, in
Portland, Oregon. The goal of the design charette was to identify opportunities to
improve fab design and then have the contractor develop an analysis comparing a
standard 300-mm fab design with the energy-efficient 300-mm fab designed as an
outcome of the charette. The Alliance contracted with Research Into Action, Inc. to
evaluate its results. A full evaluation of the charette was completed in July 2003,
and is provided in Appendix C.
As a follow-up to the charette, a call to IDC in March 2005, confirmed that no
Pacific Northwest fab was known to be on the horizon and therefore the EE Fab
charette was not likely to influence any IDC project in the Pacific Northwest. The
IDC contact also indicated that they hoped to use the design in fabs in Asia, but
that such had not yet occurred. The following summarizes the findings of the
evaluation.
Evaluation Approach
The primary evaluation question we sought to address was whether the charette
had an impact, or would have an impact, on the design practice of IDC and local
microelectronics companies. The specific questions we asked were:
What was the influence of the charette on IDC?
What was its influence on the Pacific Northwest microelectronics firms?
Did participants find the event useful for learning about energy efficiency
solutions for fabs?
Did the participants find the event useful for networking with other
firms?
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The people interviewed included the three consultants who made presentations in
the charette, the Alliance program managers, the nine staff members from IDC and
six staff from three local microelectronics firms.
Key Findings
IDC developed a design and a report on the design for a 300-mm energy-efficient
fab. The concepts developed during the charette were each treated in the report. For
each concept, both the current design approach and the alternative concept were
defined. The energy and cost implications of the alternatives were studied, the cost
implications were further evaluated and the potential energy savings were
compared to related capital costs. The results of the study indicate that if all
recommended energy-reduction alternatives were implemented, an energy-efficient
fab would have annual energy savings of $1,512,600 over the current design
approach and would yield an immediate payback. The majority of the energy
reduction concepts can be implemented with minimal changes to overall plant
operation and with little risk of negatively affecting the process directly. A
summary of the overall recommendations are noted in Table 6.

Table 6
SUMMARY OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT FAB RECOMMENDATIONS
DISCIPLINE

Architecture

CAPITAL COST
IMPACT
TBD

ANNUAL ENERGY
SAVINGS (KWH)

ANNUAL ENERGY
SAVINGS
(DOLLARS)

SIMPLE PAYBACK
PERIOD

1,800,000

$89,000

TBD

Process

($202,000)

17,750,000

$888,000

Immediate

Mechanical

$325,000

9,172,000

$458,600

9 Months

Electrical

($625,000)

1,540,000

$77,000

Immediate

Total

($502,000)

30,262,000

$1,512,000

Immediate

The evaluation of the charette process found that all participants felt they had
received some benefit from attending the charette. Networking with others,
learning about energy efficiency technologies and solutions, and having the
opportunity to discuss these issues with colleagues and other professionals were
clear benefits mentioned.
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Several staff members of the targeted design firm, IDC, reported that they had
particularly profited from the discussions about air handling systems and had
integrated many of the ideas into designs they had done subsequent to the charette.
Staff members at local microelectronics firms, however, were less certain that they
were likely to use any specific technologies or techniques they had learned in the
future.
The professionals who made presentations also felt they gained from participating
and one noted that he felt he had observed changes in IDC staff reaction to the
ideas, both during the charette and subsequently. Additionally, the professionals
commented that this is a very good time to be offering these types of opportunities.
The industry is in a slump, but those who are still on the job are the key people who
will be leaders when the industry starts growing again.
The charette also was perceived by nearly all participants as less effective than it
might have been. The specific areas where the charette could have been more
effective were:
Including a greater variety of local microelectronics firms than the three
invited.
Having a greater variety of representatives from local microelectronics
firms, with more varied responsibilities (specifically operations vice
presidents and others with decision-making responsibility for long-range
planning).
Including a wider range of design professionals, so that the ideas
developed in the charette would more broadly affect the design industry.
Inclusion of utility representatives and others, such as the Oregon
Department of Energy and perhaps the Energy Trust of Oregon (which
was just getting started at the time of the charette). These representatives
could explain different incentive and tax-credit options available for
implementing projects.
There were also several comments that the charette should have occurred around a
less-completed design. The design professionals all thought that a blank sheet of
paper would have provided more opportunity to truly explore the range of design
solutions that could be considered, rather than by having IDC present a design; IDC
essentially was in the position of defending the plan, rather than collaboratively
conceptualizing a new set of solutions.
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Recommendations
Three recommendations emerged from the evaluation as they considered the role of
charettes in the future:
Influencing a single design firm may lead to transformation for the
targeted firm, but there should be a wider flow of ideas to have market
influence on the local microelectronics industry. Future design charettes
should focus on all players in the microelectronics market: fab owners,
designers, operators and equipment manufacturers.
The purpose of the charette should be clearly articulated at the outset and
published to those who are invited. An agenda should be defined before
the charette and participants provided with sufficient information so that
they can fully prepare.
A more open charette could have provided IDC with a greater learning
opportunity and given local and other design firms increased experience
than was afforded by the charette which focused on a design created by
IDC. A charette initiated with a blank sheet of paper (i.e., at the design
programming level), rather than a developed design, would provide this
opportunity.
Given the discussion with IDC staff in March 2005, it is very unlikely that 300-mm
fabs will be built in the Pacific Northwest. That, plus the fact that there is likely to
be decreased flexibility in fabs due to mini-environments suggests that future
charette opportunities probably lie in those for the renovation of existing fabs.

AKETON TRANSCHEM EXHAUST ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
This section summarizes the Alliance Microelectronics Initiative special project
intended to promote energy efficiency in semiconductor fabrication facilities
through the use of the Aketon TransChem exhaust abatement technology. To
complete the section, we conducted interviews with persons familiar with the
project and reviewed documents from the Alliance and Aketon.
The major conclusions from the project review and interviews were:
A formal contract between the Alliance and Aketon was never executed.
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The TransChem is an effective and cost-effective abatement technology.
Each party made a serious effort to move the project forward.
This project was conceived and implementation was attempted during one
of the longest and deepest downturns in the semiconductor industry.
The semiconductor industry is extremely conservative—despite the
advantages of this technology, not one manufacturer had interest in
replacing existing abatement approaches that perform adequately.
Despite the attractions of this “better mousetrap” in the TransChem
technology, Aketon has decided not to market this product any longer, but
to focus its limited resources on other products sold primarily in other
industries.
Program Description
The formal description of the special project was the Performance Evaluation and
Test of the Aketon Technologies TransChem™ 150 Point-of-Use Exhaust Abatement
System.
For this program, Aketon Technology was to place up to four TransChem abatement
systems with three semiconductor manufacturers and one semiconductor process
equipment manufacturer. For each test system, the Alliance would have paid
$50,000 to Aketon. At each site, Aketon would implement tests, collect performance
data and prepare reports on the benefits of the installation in comparison to the
technology the TransChem replaced.
The purposes of the program were to do the following:
1. Obtain energy usage and abatement process efficiency data on the test
systems.
2. Obtain comparative data on comparable point-of-use abatement
equipment that the participating test companies were currently using.
3. Gather data for the TransChem system that could be used to build up a
Cost-of-Ownership (COO) model for the system.
4. Build a Wright Williams & Kelly COO model for each test installation.
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5. Preparation of a summary report on each tested system after completion
of the 90-day test installation.
Aketon Technologies, Inc. is a subsidiary of the consulting firm CH2M Hill.
Industrial Design and Construction, Inc. (IDC) is also a subsidiary of CH2M Hill,
and therefore is a sister company to Aketon. The concept of Alliance support for this
special project for demonstration of the Aketon TransChem abatement technology
came from personnel at IDC—they were involved in making introductions between
the Alliance and Aketon.
The following is a description of the TransChem technology from Aketon marketing
materials and the graph depicts their claims for utility savings between the
TransChem and the most common thermal approach to abatement.
The reactor of the TransChem 150 treats target gases with high-powered, low frequency
(200 Hz) bursts of energy lasting only 25 nanoseconds. This design provides peak power
of 20 megawatts to the reactor, but requires an average continuous load of only 300
watts from the facility. Also, the TransChem 150 only applies energy to the gases that
need abatement, rather than applying energy indiscriminately to both the carrier and the
target chemical species, as do thermal decomposition systems. In addition to saving
energy, this allows the system to operate at near-ambient temperature, eliminating the
water usage and drainage problems associated with post-treatment liquid scrubbing and
cooling.
[The TransChem 150] treats gaseous emissions without creating undue secondary
environmental impacts such as power consumption, hazardous material disposal, and
wastewater disposal.
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Description of Interviews
We interviewed three persons familiar with this project. The interviews were
conducted between April and August 2004. The interview guide contained eight
questions and the interviews generally took about thirty minutes. All those
contacted for this research were eventually interviewed.
The essence of many of the respondents’ comments was that all parties worked to
put this project together, but the timing was “absolutely horrendous.” The project
was initiated just as the semiconductor industry went into one of the longest and
deepest downturns ever experienced. In the end, the Alliance never executed the
contract.
Other comments covered how the semiconductor industry typically responds to
market conditions and to new technologies. They described that, especially in the
present semiconductor market (in the middle or end of a long downturn), owners
are very reluctant to try new technologies and potential energy savings are not
substantial enough to drive these projects. Aketon has recently been starting to see
some improvement in the industry, but they are yet unsure of their ability to sell
even one treatment device to the semiconductor industry in 2004 (this would be
their Blue Sky Scrubber, not the TransChem device).
Aketon identified their frustration with most efficiency programs they have worked
with, in that program designs are fairly fixed and therefore inflexible to changes
that could be needed over time. In this case, Aketon was disappointed that the
Alliance would not fund an extremely beneficial and cost-effective project in another
industry, the metal finishing industry, where interest in the process did surface. Of
course, the Alliance had no discretion to spend microelectronics special projects
funds on a demonstration project in the metals finishing industry, but the
opportunity was still lost.
Project Discussion
According to Aketon, the benefits of TransChem abatement include better
treatment efficiency, more reliable operation, more uptime, less maintenance, a
somewhat better performance and quite a bit less energy use when compared to
thermal abatement. Still, the TransChem technology is narrow in its focus and
application (TransChem targeted treatment of exhausted Nitrogen Trifluoride,
NF3).
According to Aketon, these other benefits besides energy efficiency were important
to their marketing approach for TransChem, otherwise they would not have
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proceeded with the product. But other abatement technologies already in place are
considered by the market to be currenly working adequately well, therefore it
wasn’t worth the time to promote a new approach on these benefits alone.
Energy savings for the Aketon TransChem compared to more typical thermal units
are in the order of 15-20 kW per unit. In a single semiconductor fab, one would
typically install a number of the TransChem units, probably a minimum of three,
and in some fabs, perhaps as many as ten units. Savings would be in the order of
60-80 kW for an average fab, representing energy savings in the order of half a
million kWh annually. In terms of overall fab energy use, these savings would be
infinitesimally small.
The TransChem abatement technology has been tested at Hewlett Packard and
Wafer Tech was close to being a potential demonstration candidate. But in the long
run, Aketon was not able to find a semiconductor manufacturer that was interested
in trying this technology. The industry had no capital to fund such a test during the
project period, despite the benefits. Aketon felt that if they were addressing an
unmet need of the semiconductor industry, a situation where existing approaches
were not working well, then the technology would have been more readily received.
There is enough perceived market risk in the semiconductor industry that there
was no reason to take a chance on new technology. As long as what the industry is
using works, they wouldn’t consider it—the energy savings were not enough of an
enticement to take a risk on something untried. For the semiconductor industry,
doing nothing is considered as having no risk and no costs—they have enough new
things that don’t work all the time, they don’t need to inflict any new headaches.
Despite its potential, the future of the TransChem technology is very limited—
perhaps nonexistent. Aketon has stopped promoting the technology altogether. As a
small start-up company, they have found that there are better ways to use their
resources; they get a much better “return” when they put their efforts into
promoting some of their other technologies to industries where the need is greater.

SHELL SOLAR UPDATE
The Shell Solar project team actively participated in the ASiMI project, as discussed
in Chapter 2. The key purpose in their participation was to demonstrate the
feasibility of Teardrop™, and subsequently Teardrop™ Plus, in side recharge. If the
product were found to be feasible, Shell Solar would then have retrofit all of their
furnaces for recharge to be able to use multiple materials—MEMC beads as well as
Teardrop™ products—in their production process.
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As noted in Chapter 2, Shell Solar has not had success in using recharge on a
consistent basis with the Teardrop™ Plus material. However, in 2003, SRS
approached Shell with a possible recharge device. SRS subsequently teamed with
Kayex to develop a side-recharge device and is testing their prototype at Shell
Solar17; at the same time, JAX Industries continues to work on the side-recharge
device initially tested as part of the ASiMI product and to test their prototype at
Shell Solar.
Should one or more of these devices be successful, Shell will likely retrofit the
remaining furnaces to do recharge. Product availability also appears to be on the
increase, especially if the recharge device is effective. Shell Solar will be able to
purchase product from REC/SGS, from MEMC and from others currently offering
flowable materials that are primarily chip.
As of March 2005, Shell Solar has 69 growers. The 38 large growers all have
recharge capability; 31 use only beads; seven can use chips or beads. The 31 smaller
growers do not have recharge capability at this time. The current production using
recharge is limited, as there are no beads on the market and they cannot currently
use chip or the Teardrop™ products in their side-recharge devices.
As a note on the solar market, Shell Solar anticipates continued growth in this
sector and active competition for silicon for the next one to three years from the
semiconductor industry, currently in an up-cycle. When the semiconductor market
has a downtrend, then silicon will be more readily available for the solar market. A
recent article in Solar Today affirmed the current price pressure on silicon,
indicating that solar-grade silicon prices are up 50% at $15-$20 per kilogram for
solar-grade and $33-$38 per kilogram for off-spec, semiconductor-grade silicon.18

SUMMARY
The three chilled water special projects demonstrate that energy efficiency
opportunities exist in chilled water systems for semiconductor fabs in the Pacific
Northwest. These opportunities can be identified through a simple walkthrough by
a knowledgeable engineering firm, or through the use of more sophisticated tools.
The two special projects launched in 2003 occurred during a low business cycle in
the semiconductor industry. The industry was generally receptive to the energy-

17

The growers at Shell Solar are dominated by Kayex models.

18

Maycock, Paul. “PV Supplies Pinched.” Solar Today. March/April 2005. pp. 20.
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efficient fab design charette, with the qualification that it could have been executed
better; but the industry was not receptive to the new emissions abatement
technology, as no fab could be found that was willing to invest in the testing of the
technology during the low cycle.
The Shell Solar project continues to test recharge devices that will be compatible
with a wider variety of flowable materials. Once they are successful, they plan to
retrofit the remaining growers to be able to do side recharge using whatever
material they can purchase.
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The Alliance microelectronics industry initiatives began in 1997 with the
Microelectronics Initiative, the Special Projects Fund and the Shell Solar Silicon
Crystal Growing Facilities Project. Over the past seven years, a variety of projects
have been funded in the microelectronics industry including:
Industry meetings and solicitation of solution-provider proposals (19971999).
Siemens/Shell hot-top-off and side-recharge polysilicon research project
(1998-2000).
Workshops (1999-2004).
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) Design Guide for
cleanrooms (2000-2001).
Opti-Chill, Hewlett Packard and Zilog chilled water demonstration
projects (2000-2004).
Advanced Silicon Materials (ASiMI) collaborative research project with
Shell Solar and SEH-America on dendritic polysilicon production for both
semiconductor and solar-grade silicon production (2001-2004).
Hewlett Packard design charette for cleanrooms (2002).
Industrial Design & Construction (IDC) energy-efficient fab design
charette to identify energy-efficient opportunities for a generic new
fabrication facility (2002).
The aborted Aketon project (2003-2004).
These projects collectively comprise the Microelectronics Industry Initiative and
share a common market transformation theory that was initially at its core:
Working with a small number of interested players to identify and implement energy
efficiency changes, the changes will spill over internally and to others in the industry
through the tendency of firms to use a "copy exact" approach to design.
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While “copy exact” was demonstrated in the first MPER to pertain to a limited
number of firms in the microelectronics industry, firms in this sector tend to
emulate the experiences of one another in their efforts to remain competitive. Thus,
the theory that has been important in each of the Microelectronics Initiative
projects has been that of working with one or more firms in the Pacific Northwest to
demonstrate and implement efficiency solutions and to disseminate the energy
efficiency story so as to influence other microelectronics firms in the region and
perhaps beyond.

MICROELECTRONICS INDUSTRY INITIATIVE MARKET RESULTS
Over the seven years of the initiative, the Alliance’s efforts have met with success.
The limitations have largely occurred due to changing economic conditions in the
semiconductor industry, resulting in a reduction in the number of fabrication
facilities planned for the Pacific Northwest. In 1995, the projections suggested that
one to three fabs would be built each year in the Pacific Northwest. By 2002, the
projections were that only one or two more would ever be built in the region; and by
2005, it is clear that there is an uncertain future for existing fabs, let alone new
fabs, in the Pacific Northwest.
These market changes have meant that, while most of the microelectronics projects
initiated by the Alliance have been successful on their own merits, their ability to
influence market change has been less than initially hoped for. At the same time,
the anticipated growth in electric consumption by the microelectronics industry has
not come to pass, and several of those firms that have a continued market presence
in the Pacific Northwest have been able to achieve energy efficiencies as a result of
the Alliance efforts. Additionally, the Alliance’s efforts in the microelectronics
industry have identified opportunities for improving the efficiency of facilities with
similar requirements for cleanrooms in the biomedical and pharmaceutical
industries.
These outcomes, while at odds with expectations, are consistent with experiences in
industrial innovation generally. In a study by Nabseth and Ray, in 1974, the
authors examined the results of industrial innovations at six research institutes in
six countries. They found that innovations typically do not go in readily predictable
directions.19 Another study by Ester Luiten examined technological innovation that
improved energy efficiency in industrial processes over several hundred years and
across four industries. She found that innovation requires a technology network,

19

Nasbeth, L. and G.F. Ray. 1974. The Diffusion of New Industrial Processes. Cambridge University Press.
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which can take from decades to a hundred years to develop. She also found that
multiple steps are required for bringing a technology to market, which can each
take an average of five to seven years. Her observations were that it could take a
total of 10 to 20 years before an innovation in industrial efficiency reaches the
market.20
Among the most successful of the microelectronics initiative projects have been the
least expensive: the workshops and design charettes. These projects have generated
considerable awareness of energy efficiency solutions across a large number of
microelectronics firms in the Pacific Northwest. The savings that have resulted
from these projects is difficult to document, yet participants in these efforts have
always noted that the workshop or charette influenced their perception of energy
efficiency and led to discussions and project ideas in their places of employment.
The specific outcomes anticipated from the HP Charette occurred when HP made
modifications to their fab and included some of the measures identified in the
charette. It also stimulated IDC, the lead design firm, to seriously investigate
energy efficiency through the Energy Efficient Fab Charette. The EE Fab Charette,
however, had less impact, largely because of market conditions that have resulted
in no new fabs being anticipated in the Pacific Northwest, as most new construction
is now occurring in Asia. Yet it is evident that IDC has been influenced and is more
likely to take energy efficiency into consideration in future designs.
Associated with the workshops and design charettes has been the development of
projects that could be presented at the workshops and charettes: the Special Fund
projects for chilled water, the design guidelines developed by LBNL and the Aketon
project, which did not come to fruition. The results of the charettes and of the larger
projects discussed next have also been discussed at the workshop. Having
something to present at the workshops has helped the Alliance demonstrate their
expertise and commitment to the industry.
The Shell Solar Silicon Growing Facilities and the ASiMI Dendritic Polysilicon
Production Project each appear to have had an important impact on the
microelectronics industry, though perhaps less than initially hoped for. The Shell
Solar project resulted in substantial energy savings for Shell Solar. The project
manager for Shell made presentations to conferences and clearly influenced other
producers internationally. Equipment manufacturers specifically have noted an
increase in recharge among solar silicon-crystal growers. Among semiconductor

20

Luiten, E. 2001. Beyond Energy Efficiency: Actors, Networks and Government Intervention in the Development
of Industrial Process Technologies. PHD Thesis, Utrecht University.
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firm, it is difficult to detect a change. Self-reports obtained during this research
suggest that recharge in the semiconductor silicon-growing industry is continuing
at the same pace as before the Shell Solar project; however, it is not possible to
confirm or disconfirm this, due to the proprietary nature of recharge practices in the
semiconductor industry.
The ASiMI project, on the other hand, does appear to have stimulated some changes
in the semiconductor industry, although not necessarily in the Pacific Northwest.
Clearly, energy savings are occurring at the Moses Lake and the Butte facilities
that participated in the project. Additionally, SEH Japan is qualifying Teardrop™
Plus for use in Asia, as are two other semiconductor firms with plants in the United
States and internationally. At the same time, both Shell and SEH-A report flowable
products are now available from other polysilicon producers, and market contacts
also report at least three polysilicon producers pursuing the development of
granular products. The polysilicon production industry already had an interest in
producing a flowable product, yet the Alliance’s efforts appear to have played an
important role in stimulating the market interest in flowable products, which
perhaps signals increased potential for recharge over the long term.
Shell Solar’s continued interest in a side-recharge device that can support multiple
materials is also stimulating equipment manufacturers and could result in a
product that would meet both semiconductor and solar industry needs, especially if
flowable products are available from multiple suppliers.
The Microelectronics Industry Initiative appears therefore to have been productive
of energy savings, primarily in the form of site-specific savings. Additionally,
market effects have occurred. They are difficult to measure, but they do appear to
exist, although probably at a lower rate than anticipated. Most importantly, the
projects have been very well received, have garnered a positive reputation for the
Alliance, and have demonstrated to the microelectronics industry that energy
savings are possible and likely of a much larger scale than the industry assumed in
1997.

ALLIANCE COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODELS
Developing ACE models for the Microelectronics Industry Initiative has been a
challenge. Following the second MPER for the initiative, revisions to the initial
ACE model resulted in recognition that it was difficult to develop a costeffectiveness model when the projects and savings potential were of such a varied
nature as in the initiative. Specific models for the Shell Solar Silicon Crystal
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Growing Project and for the ASiMI Dendritic Polysilicon project were developed,
since the savings potential can be generalized for the project activities.
The attempt to develop ACE models for these activities has also demonstrated that
market transformation is difficult to predict, and modifications in the market
transformation assumptions have been required as the industry has adjusted to
market conditions. In the case of the ASiMI project, modifications to the ACE model
are recommended in this report. In the case of the Shell project, modifications were
recently made as a result of Summit Blue’s contract to monitor market
transformation projects.21
The other microelectronics projects present challenges for estimating savings
potential. There are three different approaches to chilled-water in the special
projects, there have been at least two different types of design charettes, and the
workshops aimed at facility managers of microelectronics plants result in a variety
of projects. Yet it does appear that there are savings occurring; and especially
through the workshops, market transformation effects are occurring as well.
Since the number of fabs in the region has declined, rather than grown, market
transformation projections should be quite modest for the region. However,
production continues at many facilities in Oregon, Idaho and Washington. As long
as Intel, HP, Micron and Tektronix continue to have significant business operations
in the Pacific Northwest, it is likely the microelectronics industry will persist and
grow—albeit slowly. As of May 2005, the microelectronics industry remained the
largest manufacturing employment sector in Oregon and the third largest
manufacturing employment sector (following transportation and wood products) in
Washington.
The approach taken in the initial Microelectronics Initiative ACE model was to
assume savings comparable to the chilled water projects would occur as a result of
efforts in this sector. That still seems reasonable, but only if the low-end estimates
of savings are assumed (perhaps as estimated for the ZiLOG project). Assumptions
about implementation of efficiency improvements in the region—through design
charettes, workshops or special projects—then might be assumed to occur at the
rate of two to five facilities per year. This should provide a modest, but more
realistic, assessment of the effects of the initiative overall.

21

Siemens/Shell M&T Findings, Summit Blue Consulting, April 21, 2005.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion 1: The workshops and charettes were well received and have a
relatively low cost to implement.
There is value in ongoing efforts by the Alliance to promote energy efficiency
solutions to the microelectronics industry, especially through workshops and
charettes.
Recommendation 1: The Alliance should consider offering workshops
every 18 to 24 months. To be effective, the Alliance will need to maintain
some contacts with the industry and to consider providing funds to special
projects in the industry so there will be regional experiences and data to
include in the workshops. If the Alliance is not interested in sponsoring such
projects alone, it could consider co-sponsorship with other regional efficiency
organizations, such as the Energy Trust or Oregon Department of Energy.
Conclusion 2: The Alliance has supported substantial, progress-demonstrating,
energy-efficiency opportunities in the area of silicon crystal growing and
polysilicon production.
For a major producer of polysilicon with two facilities in the Pacific Northwest and
for three major producers of silicon crystals with facilities located in the region (one
solar and two semiconductor facilities), energy savings are likely occurring at each
of the facilities. Further energy savings can occur if a multi-material-capable, siderecharge device can be developed, or if granular polysilicon is produced by
additional companies.
Recommendation 2: Continue to monitor progress in the production
of flowable materials by ASiMI, and with the development of a siderecharge device for Shell Solar.
Conclusion 3: The Microelectronics Initiative has demonstrated that a long-term
commitment to working within an industry and throughout a productdevelopment cycle, can create a supportive environment for energy efficiency
improvements.
By teaming with microelectronics experts who have knowledge of the industry and
of energy efficiency, and by providing them a forum to work with facilities located in
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the Pacific Northwest, the Alliance gains credibility and opportunities to support
interesting and important efficiency projects.
Recommendation 3: Use the Microelectronics Initiative as a model for
future efforts with other industry sectors. In particular, the
communication between market actors fostered by the Alliance for
cooperative development of new products and services was regarded very
positively by participants.
Conclusion 4: Market transformation is always a long-term undertaking, yet
efforts in the industrial sector are particularly difficult to predict.
Many industrial processes and technologies take a decade or more to be adopted by
even a small portion of the market and no matter how well-planned new products
and services may be, they may not be adopted by the market, or achieve the
predicted market penetration if they are adopted. Further, global events beyond
regional control may profoundly affect regional circumstances. Examples of
unforeseen events include the decline in the semiconductor market from doubledigit annual growth to no annual growth, the reduction of the crystal growing
industry in the Pacific Northwest, and the conversion to production of solar-grade
feedstock at the ASiMI plants.
Recommendation 4: The Alliance should recognize the long-term
nature of product development and adoption in the industrial sector
and, as such, the necessity of long-term commitments and the need
for being very conservative in projections of adoption rates for new
services and products.
Conclusion 5: The expectations for market transformation effects in the
microelectronic industry should be revised.
The microelectronics industry is no longer showing the growth trajectory of the mid1990s, yet the industry remains a presence in the Pacific Northwest and is likely to
continue into the near future. The ACE model for the ASiMI project, for instance,
needs to be revised to reflect these changes. Additionally, if the Alliance continues
to offer workshops, market transformation will also be likely and a costeffectiveness model for the initiative would be warranted.
Long-term monitoring of the initiative will make sense with a revised ACE model
that takes into account the long-term nature of change in the market.
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Recommendation 5: Revise the ACE model for the ASiMI project and
consider developing an ACE model for the remaining portions of the
initiative based on conservative assumptions of savings and
adoption.
Long term monitoring of the initiative should track the adoption of
dendritic polysilicon materials by the solar and semiconductor
industry and the growth in other flowable products for the ASiMI
project. For the general Microelectronics Initiative the long-term
monitoring should track outcomes defined by the revised ACE
model, confirming that efficiency projects are continuing to be
implemented by northwest firms.
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ASIMI INTERVIEW FOLLOW-UP

Date
Name
Company
We are evaluating the Alliance program activities in the microelectronics industry.
Our questions today concern the ASiMI project. (Offer confidentiality if that seems
appropriate.)
1.

Who initiated the project?

2.

Regarding the powder study – why is powder important?

3.

How much Teardrop™ Plus do you produce currently?

4.

In July 2003, you were using one reactor for Teardrop™ Plus, you have 50 L
reactors (10 were non-operational in 2003), how many are used for
Teardrop™ Plus?

5.

Is there any interest in Teardrop™ Plus beyond SEH-A?

6.

Are there any competitors to Teardrop™ Plus besides MEMC?

7.

In 2002, you closed Moses Lake, but production has continued – if Butte is
sold in 2005, as is predicted – would production continue?
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ASIMI MARKETING QUESTIONS

Date
Name
Company
We are evaluating the Alliance program activities in the microelectronics industry.
Our questions today concern the ASiMI project and the marketing of the
Teardrop™ Plus product. (Offer confidentiality if that seems appropriate.)
1.

What are your responsibilities for sales and marketing of the ASiMI
Teardrop™ Plus product?

2.

Are there other staff involved in sales and marketing of Teardrop™ Plus?

3.

Is the Butte facility producing Teardrop™ Plus for sale or testing by
customers?

4.

What are your current thoughts on the market for the Teardrop™ Plus
product relative to other semiconductor grade poly products?

5.

Are there any other industries interested in the Teardrop™ Plus product?

6.

Do you have any contracts for production of Teardrop™ Plus over sustained
periods of time?
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7.

What will it take to significantly penetrate the semi-conductor market with
Teardrop™ Plus product?

8.

And what do you estimate would be the terminal penetration for Teardrop™
Plus in the semi market?

9.

Are you aware of any other producers of a smaller grade of poly other than
MEMC?

10.

How does the economic slowdown in semi-conductors affecting you?

11.

What has been the economic condition in the PV silicon market over the past
year?

12.

What are the current expectations for the semi poly market?

13.

What about competition from other competing products to poly (e.g., plastics
gallium arsenide, thin film deposition)?

14.

We’d like to talk to some of your customers about their perceptions about the
poly and wafer markets, and their use of different feedstock materials. We
typically offer anonymity to these people, but eventually a summary of all the
responses would be available to you. Would you recommend some individuals
that would be amenable to a telephone interview on this subject? Can we use
you as a reference when we contact them?” [OBTAIN CONTACT NAMES,
FIRMS, PHONE NUMBERS]
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DRAFT INTERVIEW GUIDE TEARDROP USERS – SECOND ROUND
Date
Name
Company
We are evaluating the Alliance program activities in the microelectronics industry.
Our questions today concern the Teardrop™ Plus product. (Offer confidentiality if
that seems appropriate.)
1.

Do you have any caveats on the qualifications or use of Butte Teardrop™
Plus?

[FOR GREG: Do you have any thoughts on the product from SGS? What is
the current position of Shell on a teardrop-like product from SGS?]

2.

Does your corporate management have any caveats on the qualifications or
use Butte Teardrop™ Plus?

[FOR GREG: Does your corporate management have any input on the
qualifications or use on the product from SGS?]

3.

What are your perceptions of the availability of the teardrop products? Is
there enough to meet your needs? (Get more details if yes or no.)

4.

What is your perception of the relative cost of the teardrop product compared
to other materials you use for recharge or for fill or as primary feedstock?
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5.

Is recharge in general still cost-effective for your business?

6.

How much recharge do you do? Do you anticipate you will do more or less
recharge if the semi market improves? How about if it stays at this same low
level for another two years?

7.

How are you determining the energy savings benefits from using Teardrop™
Plus?

8.

Do you still use Teardrop™ Plus as a blended product for initial charges?

9.

Is Teardrop™ Plus a product that you use for a significant portion of your
production?

10.

Has anyone from another firm or plant in your company talked to you about
using Teardrop™ or Teardrop™ Plus? Have you heard of any other
companies using the product or being interested in the product?

11.

Have you been approached by any other silicon feedstock producers about
any comparable new product offerings to Teardrop™ or Teardrop™ Plus? (If
yes get details, if no ask if they think anyone will and find out more about
what firms, when or why not.)

12.

Any other thoughts or things we should know about?

[Confirm the quarterly team meeting the week of July 21.]
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QUESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS – SEMICONDUCTOR FABS

Date
Name
Company
Hello, my name is _________________. I understand that this September you
attended a workshop sponsored by the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance on
energy efficiency in the microelectronics industry. I am doing research help the
Alliance assess the value of the workshops. [Interviewer, if necessary: This isn’t the
first evaluation we’ve done. You may have talked to my colleague Jane Peters. This
is a follow-up evaluation for the September 2004 workshop.]
1.

Which of the following statements four best describes your experience of the
workshop?
A. The workshop increased my awareness of the importance or benefits of
energy efficiency.
B. The workshop did not increase my awareness as I was already aware of
the benefits of energy efficiency.
C. I was already aware of energy efficiency and the workshop gave me some
information and tools to help me address energy efficiency in my plant.
D. The workshop did not provide me with anything new.

2.

Did the information presented address any of the concerns that you may have
had about improving the efficiency of your facility?
Yes
No
If yes, what in particular addressed your concerns?
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3.

Did the workshop provide you with any new ideas or ways of thinking about
energy?
Yes
No
If yes, what particular new ideas or ways of thinking did you learn about?

4.

5.

Since the workshop, have you discussed any of these ideas with others in
your firm?
Yes

(ask q5 and q6)

No

(skip to q7)

Which of the following topics at the workshop have you discussed with others
in your firm?
A. The requirements for meeting energy targets in the International
Roadmap for Semiconductors presented by Phil Naughton of
International Sematech).
Yes
No
B. The Energy Efficient Fab Design Study by presented by Steve Cook of
IDC
Yes
No
C. Benchmarking studies of cleanrooms, laboratories and data centers
presented by Bill Tschudi of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
Yes
No
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D. Strategies to lower fan system energy use presented by Peter Rumsey of
Rumsey Engineers.
Yes
No
E. Review of Alliance projects to monitor and analyze chilled water systems
presented by Steven Scott.
Yes
No

6.

Have any of your suggestions or discussion being taken into serious
consideration?
Yes
No
[If no:]

Why not?

[If yes:]

What happened?

7 and 8 intentionally left blank for semiconductor firms

9.

If a similar workshop were held in the next 18 months, would you attend?
Yes
No
Not sure
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10.

Would you recommend that others at your company attend?
Yes
No
Not sure

11.

Would you encourage the Alliance to hold more of these workshops?
Yes
No
[If yes:] What topics would you like to hear about?

12.

Is there anyone who you would like to hear from in such a workshop?

How often do you think such a workshop should be held? ___________

Now thinking back on the workshop, give me your quick impressions:

13.

Was there enough time for networking?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?
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14.

Was there enough time for each of the presentation?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

15.

Was the location at the World Trade Center, convenient?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

16.

Was the food satisfactory?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

17.

What if anything stands out that you would recommend being different for
future workshops?

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
Are you able to talk for a few more minutes about trends in the industry?
18.

How would you say the microelectronics industry has changed in the past
three years?
(Probe: Explore changes in economic context, products made and technologies
used. Distinguish between operations and process changes)
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19.

How do you see future growth in microelectronics in the Pacific Northwest
compared to elsewhere in the US and in the world?

20.

Has there been a change in the attention paid to energy use by your company
when comparing today to three years ago?
Yes
No (if no skip to Q21)
[If yes] What type of change has happened and what do you think has caused
the change?

21.

Would you say that the Alliance has had a positive influence on this
increased attention?
Yes
No
Why do you say that?

22.

What gets in the way of addressing energy use at semiconductor firms in
Oregon, Idaho and Washington? (Probe: in operations, in process, in other
aspects) (Probe: what are the objections? Who raises these objections? Are any
managerial systems getting in the way?)

23.

Is there any way that the Alliance can address these barriers/stumbling
blocks?
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24.

Considering each of the following segments, what proportion (rough is okay)
of the market would you say has been reached by the Alliance?
A. Semiconductor firms in the Pacific Northwest
B. Designers and consulting engineers in the Pacific Northwest
C. Process equipment manufacturers in the Pacific Northwest

25.

Is there anything additional you would like to add to help the Alliance
understand the microelectronics industry in the Pacific Northwest?

That was the last of my questions, thank you for your time.
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QUESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS – CONTRACTORS TO
SEMICONDUCTOR FABS

Date
Name
Company
Hello, my name is _________________. I understand that this September you
attended a workshop sponsored by the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance on
energy efficiency in the microelectronics industry. I am doing research help the
Alliance assess the value of the workshops. [Interviewer, if necessary: This isn’t the
first evaluation we’ve done. You may have talked to my colleague Jane Peters. This
is a follow-up evaluation for the September 2004 workshop.]
1.

Which of the following statements four best describes your experience of the
workshop?
A. The workshop increased my awareness of the importance or benefits of
energy efficiency.
B. The workshop did not increase my awareness as I was already aware of
the benefits of energy efficiency.
C. I was already aware of energy efficiency and the workshop gave me some
information and tools to help me address energy efficiency in my plant.
D. The workshop did not provide me with anything new.

2.

Did the information presented address any of the concerns that you may have
had about improving the efficiency of facilities you work on?
Yes
No
If yes, what in particular addressed your concerns?
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3.

Did the workshop provide you with any new ideas or ways of thinking about
energy?
Yes
No
If yes, what particular new ideas or ways of thinking did you learn about?

4.

5.

Since the workshop, have you discussed any of these ideas with others in
your firm or with your clients?
Yes, in firm

(ask q5 and q6)

Yes, with clients

(ask q7 and q8)

Not with either

(skip to q9)

Which of the following topics at the workshop have you discussed with others
in your firm?
A. The requirements for meeting energy targets in the International
Roadmap for Semiconductors presented by Phil Naughton of
International Sematech).
Yes
No
B. The Energy Efficient Fab Design Study by presented by Steve Cook of
IDC
Yes
No
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C. Benchmarking studies of cleanrooms, laboratories and data centers
presented by Bill Tschudi of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
Yes
No
D. Strategies to lower fan system energy use presented by Peter Rumsey of
Rumsey Engineers.
Yes
No
E. Review of Alliance projects to monitor and analyze chilled water systems
presented by Steven Scott.
Yes
No

6.

Have any of your suggestions or discussion being taken into serious
consideration?
Yes
No
[If no:]

Why not?

[If yes:]

What happened?
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7.

Which of the following topics at the workshop have you discussed with any of
your clients?
A. The requirements for meeting energy targets in the International
Roadmap for Semiconductors presented by Phil Naughton of
International Sematech).
Yes
No
B. The Energy Efficient Fab Design Study by presented by Steve Cook of
IDC
Yes
No
C. Benchmarking studies of cleanrooms, laboratories and data centers
presented by Bill Tschudi of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
Yes
No
D. Strategies to lower fan system energy use presented by Peter Rumsey of
Rumsey Engineers.
Yes
No
E. Review of Alliance projects to monitor and analyze chilled water systems
presented by Steven Scott.
Yes
No
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8.

Have any of your suggestions or discussion being taken into serious
consideration?
Yes
No

9.

[If no:]

Why not?

[If yes:]

What happened?

If a similar workshop were held in the next 18 months, would you attend?
Yes
No
Not sure

10.

Would you recommend that others at your company attend?
Yes
No
Not sure

11.

Would you encourage the Alliance to hold more of these workshops?
Yes
No
[If yes:] What topics would you like to hear about?
Is there anyone in particular who you would like to hear from in such a
workshop?
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12.

How often do you think such a workshop should be held? ___________

Now thinking back on the workshop, give me your quick impressions:
13.

Was there enough time for networking?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

14.

Was there enough time for each of the presentation?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

15.

Was the location at the World Trade Center, convenient?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?

16.

Was the food satisfactory?
Yes
No
If not, what would have made it better?
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17.

What if anything stands out that you would recommend being different for
future workshops?

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
Are you able to talk for a few more minutes about trends in the industry?
18.

How would you say the microelectronics industry has changed in the past
three years?
(Probe: Explore changes in economic context, products made and technologies
used. Distinguish between operations and process changes)

19.

How do you see future growth in microelectronics in the Pacific Northwest
compared to elsewhere in the US and in the world?

20.

Has there been a change in the attention paid to energy use by your company
when comparing today to three years ago?
Yes
No (if no skip to Q21)
[If yes] What type of change has happened and what do you think has caused
the change?

21.

Would you say that the Alliance has had a positive influence on this
increased attention?
Yes
No
Why do you say that?
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22.

What gets in the way of addressing energy use at semiconductor firms in
Oregon, Idaho and Washington? (Probe: in operations, in process, in other
aspects) (Probe: what are the objections? Who raises these objections? Are any
managerial systems getting in the way?)

23.

Is there any way that the Alliance can address these barriers/stumbling
blocks?

24.

Considering each of the following segments, what proportion (rough is okay)
of the market would you say has been reached by the Alliance?
A. Semiconductor firms in the Pacific Northwest
B. Designers and consulting engineers in the Pacific Northwest
C. Process equipment manufacturers in the Pacific Northwest

25.

Is there anything additional you would like to add to help the Alliance
understand the microelectronics industry in the Pacific Northwest?

That was the last of my questions, thank you for your time.
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AKETON DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS – IDC

Date
Name
Company
We are evaluating the Alliance program activities in the microelectronics industry.
Our questions today concern the Aketon project. (Offer confidentiality if that seems
appropriate.)
1.

What was your role in the Aketon project? (Probe to be clear on what they
thought they would do.)

2.

What is your understanding of the goal or objective of the Aketon project?

3.

What was your (IDCs) hoped for outcome for the Aketon project?

4.

What energy savings benefits did you expect from the Aketon project?

5.

What steps did you take to try and make the Aketon project become a reality?
(Probe to clarify who they contacted, how many contacts were made and over
what period of time?)

6.

What would it take to make the Aketon project become a real project in the
Pacific Northwest and what is the probability that can happen?
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7.

What are the reasons that the Aketon project has not happened to date?

8.

What do you see as the next steps to take to work with process efficiency
improvements like Aketon in the microelectronics industry?
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AKETON DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS – ALLIANCE

Date
Name
Company
Our questions today concern the Aketon project.
1.

What was your role in the Aketon project?

2.

What is you understanding of the goal or objective of the Aketon project?

3.

What was your (the Alliance’s) hoped for outcome for the Aketon project?

4.

What energy savings benefits did you expect from the Aketon project?

5.

What steps did you take to try and make the Aketon project become a reality?
(Probe to clarify the level of involvement the Alliance had with IDC.)

6.

What are the reasons that the Aketon project has not happened to date?

7.

What do you see as the next steps to take to work with process efficiency
improvements like Aketon in the microelectronics industry?.
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ENERGY SAVINGS AT THE MOSES LAKE FACILITY

MetaResource Group conducted an onsite verification of the energy savings at the
Moses Lake facility in 2003. This section describes the energy savings achieved by
the Alliance’s Dendritic Polysilicon Production project (ASiMI project) in regards to
the Grant County PUD savings agreement and production at the Solar Grade
Silicon (SGS) Moses Lake facility (formerly ASiMI). Due to the proprietary nature
of the information used to estimate savings, only a summary is provided here.
Information used to arrive at these energy savings figures came from the following
sources:
The undated Agreement for Services between Grant County PUD No. 2
and the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, regarding ASiMI and
Contract C01-216, effective from June 8, 2001 through December 31,
2002,
The Audit Requested Information memorandum by ASiMI dated 18March-2003, and
Site visits of the SGS/ASiMI Moses Lake facility performed in February
2002 and March 2003.

FINDINGS
The ASiMI Moses Lake plant is now part of a joint venture with Renewable Energy
Corporation and is called Solar Grade Silicon (SGS). This facility has been
dedicated to the manufacture of polysilicon products exclusively for the photovoltaic
industry beginning in November 2002. Actual production at this facility under SGS
began in January 2003.
A commercial Teardrop™ polysilicon product is not currently being produced at the
SGS plant; rather they are using similar product growth curves as used for ASiMI
Teardrop™, but extending the run to decrease production costs. They are thus not
producing a dendritic (Teardrop™) material, but rather a high surface morphology
(HSM) chunk material for the solar market.
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There is a contract between Grant County PUD and the Alliance for energy savings
at the SGS facility (the Agreement for Services). This energy acquisition program
was designed to save 4,360,000 kWh by production of Teardrop™ polysilicon
compared to chunk polysilicon. At the initial estimated savings rate, the contract
required the production of about 100 metric tons of Teardrop™ poly.
An analysis of the production and energy use information onsite at the Moses Lake
facility determined that the energy savings for production under Teardrop™ or
extended Teardrop™ growth curves at ASiMI/SGS in any of the periods of interest
or for the first quarter of 2004 exceeds the energy savings requirement of the Grant
County PUD Agreement for Services of 4,360,000 kWh. Energy savings are expected
to continue with the HSM growth curves now in use.
The energy savings therefore are believed to have been achieved and it is further
believed that the savings will persist as long as SGS produces polysilicon using the
HSM growth curves.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit group of
electric utilities, state governments, public interest groups and industry
representatives committed to bringing affordable, energy-efficient products and
services to the marketplace.
In August 2002, the Alliance held a design charette focused on the plan for an
energy efficient semiconductor fabrication (fab) facility. The Energy Efficient Fab
Design Charette was held on August 13 and 14, 2002, in Portland, Oregon. The goal
of the design charette was to identify opportunities to improve fab design and then
have the contractor develop an analysis comparing a standard 300 mm fab design
with the energy efficiency 300 mm fab designed as an outcome of the charette. The
Alliance contracted with Research Into Action, Inc. to evaluate its results. This
report documents the findings of the evaluation.

KEY FINDINGS
The evaluation found that all participants felt they had received some benefit from
attending the charette. Networking with others, learning about energy efficiency
technologies and solutions, and having the opportunity to discuss these issues with
colleagues and other professionals were clear benefits mentioned.
Several staff members of the targeted design firm IDC reported that they had
particularly profited from the discussions about air handling systems and had
integrated many of the ideas into designs they had done subsequent to the charette.
Staff members at local microelectronics firms, however, were less certain that they
were likely to use any specific technologies or techniques they had learned in the
future.
The professionals who made presentations also felt they gained from participating
and one noted that he felt he had observed changes in IDC staff reaction to the
ideas, both during the charette and subsequently. Additionally, the professionals
commented that this is a very good time to be offering these types of opportunities.
The industry is in a slump, but those who are still on the job are the key people who
will be leaders when the industry starts growing again.
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The charette also was perceived by nearly all participants as less effective than it
might have been. The specific areas where the charette could have been more
effective were:
A greater variety of local microelectronics firms than the three invited;
A greater variety of representatives from the local microelectronics firms,
with more varied responsibilities (specifically operations vice presidents
and others with decision-making responsibility for long-range planning);
A broader range of design professionals, so that the ideas developed in the
charette would more broadly affect the design industry; and
Utility representatives and others, such as the Oregon Department of
Energy and perhaps the Energy Trust of Oregon, which was just getting
started,, that could explain different incentive options available for
implementing projects.
There were also several comments that the charette should have occurred around a
less completed design. The design professionals all thought that a blank sheet of
paper would have provided more opportunity to truly explore the range of design
solutions that could be considered; that by having IDC present a design, IDC
essentially was in the position of defending the plan, rather than collaboratively
conceptualizing a new set of solutions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
We have three recommendations for the Alliance as they consider the role of
charettes in the future:
Influencing a single design firm may lead to transformation for the
targeted firm, but there should be a wider flow of ideas to have market
influence on the local microelectronics industry. Future design charettes
should focus on all players in the microelectronics market: fab owners,
designers, operators and equipment manufacturers.
The purpose of the charette should be clearly articulated at the outset and
published to those who are invited. An agenda should be defined before
the charette and participants provided with sufficient information so that
they can fully prepare.
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A more open charette could have provided IDC with a greater learning
opportunity and given local and other design firms increased experience
than was afforded by the charette, which focused on a design created by
IDC. A charette initiated with a blank sheet of paper (i.e., at the design
programming level), rather than a developed design would provide this
opportunity.
Given that it is very unlikely that 300 mm fabs will be built in the Pacific
Northwest, issues such as decreased flexibility due to mini-environments
and opportunities for renovating existing fabs provide the most obvious
opportunities for future design charettes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit group of
electric utilities, state governments, public interest groups and industry
representatives committed to bringing affordable, energy-efficient products and
services to the marketplace.
In August 2002, the Alliance held a design charette22 focused on the plan for an
energy-efficient semiconductor fabrication (fab) facility. The Energy Efficient Fab
Design Charette was held on August 13 and 14, 2002, in Portland, Oregon.
The Alliance contracted with Research Into Action, Inc. to evaluate the results of
the charette. This report documents the findings of the evaluation.

THE CHARETTE
Nine staff from Industrial Design and Construction (IDC) attended the Energy
Efficient Fab Design Charette, as well as six staff from three local microelectronics
firms. The Alliance project coordinator contracted with three design professionals
with expertise in energy-efficient fab design to make presentations or facilitate the
charette. These included Bill Tschudi of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories
(LBNL) and Peter Rumsey of Rumsey Engineers, who gave presentations on
energy-efficiency solutions for fab design. Tom Hansz of Facility Planning and
Resources facilitated the meeting.
The staff from IDC included five mechanical, electrical, or chemical engineers—one
of whom is a senior engineer. Two of the IDC attendees are project managers, and
one is a senior-level architect. One of the IDC project managers reported that he
had attended the kick-off meeting of the charette and then was absent for the
remainder of the discussion.
Five of the six attendees from local microelectronics firms are electrical or
mechanical engineers who also serve as team leaders for their facilities’ operations.

22

A design charette is the term used by the architectural community to de describe an intense, on-site design
effort.
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The sixth attendee is the site utility manager for a local chipmaker. Five of the
attendees agreed to participate in the follow-up interviews.
The charette occurred over a two-day period. On the morning of the first day, IDC
staff engineers presented their design for a hypothetical energy-efficient, 300millimeter chip fab. Schematics for various aspects of the fab were tacked on the
wall of the meeting room. After lunch, Mr. Peter Rumsey and Mr. Bill Tschudi
discussed the design with the IDC team and offered suggestions for alternatives to
the one presented. The second day included attendees from local microelectronics
firms. IDC began the day with a brief overview of the design, Mr. Rumsey and Mr.
Tschudi made presentations on solutions that they thought should be considered.
Mr. Hansz facilitated the discussion and throughout the day attendees from the
local microelectronics firms offered observations about their own experiences with
mechanical and electrical systems in their facilities.

MARKET TRANSFORMATION GOALS FOR THE CHARETTE
The idea for the Energy Efficient Fab Design Charette had its genesis in the
February 2002, Hewlett Packard design charette.23 The program coordinator
explained: “IDC was the design firm for the Hewlett-Packard renovation project and
initially they were reluctant to ‘waste time’ on a charette for that project.” He
continued, “During the HP charette, however, I saw a real turnaround in the
attitudes of the IDC staff members—even in their body language. At the end of the
charette, they indicated that they would have used some of the efficiency solutions
if the design wasn’t already at such an advanced stage.” In May of 2002, IDC
contacted the Alliance requesting that the Alliance consider sponsoring a charette
that would be focused on an energy efficient fab for 300-millimeter chips.24 The
program coordinator said that IDC’s goals were to “start from scratch” on a design
and create a fab “using a system-wide approach.”
The Alliance determined that such a charette would provide an opportunity for the
Alliance to work with and potentially influence IDC’s design practice. And it would
provide an opportunity to invite local microelectronics firms to participate in the
charette, both to see what a charette was like and to learn about energy efficiency
solutions to consider in designing a new fab or a renovation project.

23

The HP Design Charette was conducted in February 2002, and focused on opportunities to improve the energy
efficiency of Building 3, which was being renovated that year.

24

The ability to manufacture 300-millimeter chips is the newest production requirement for fabs.
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The purpose of the charette, according to the program coordinator, was to “expand
the boundaries of what was possible to do, bring people together to share ideas in a
less constrained fashion, and look at an integrated system.” He said he had selected
attendees and participants from the microelectronics manufacturers that had
already participated in, or expressed an interest in, past projects with the Alliance
and might be involved in design of a new fab or renovation of existing fabs.
At the conclusion of the charette, IDC was to prepare a report. The report would
“compare the system costs of a current practice 300mm semiconductor fabrication
facility with a 300mm fab incorporating energy efficient tools and methods as
identified by the Contractor and the Alliance.”25 The expectation was that the
Alliance could publish the results of this report with the public and other
microelectronics firms.

EVALUATION APPROACH
The evaluation approach for the charette used observation and in-depth interviews.
We attended the Energy Efficient Fab Design Charette in August 2002, and made
notes of our observations. In Spring 2003, we prepared interview guides and
contacted key participants at the charette.
The primary evaluation question we sought to address was whether the charette
had an impact, or would have an impact, on the design practice of IDC and local
microelectronics companies. The specific questions we asked were:
What was the influence on IDC?
What was the influence on the Pacific Northwest microelectronics firms?
Did participants find the event useful for learning about energy efficiency
solutions for fabs?
Did the participants find the event useful for networking with other
firms?
The people interviewed included the three consultants who made presentations in
the charette, the Alliance program managers, the nine staff members from IDC, and

25

Task 4 IDC Statement of Work.
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six staff from three local electronics firms. Copies of the interview guides are
provided in Appendices A, B and C and a list of contacts is provided in Appendix D.

REPORT STRUCTURE
Following this introductory chapter we present the results of the interviews in three
chapters. Chapter 2 assesses the comments of the participants from IDC and the
local microelectronics firms. Chapter 3 discusses the views of the presenters about
the charette. Chapter 5 evaluates comments on market structure gleaned from the
participants and presenters, and Chapter 5 gives our conclusions and
recommendations.
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2. PARTICIPANT ASSESSMENT

We conducted interviews with participants to learn about the current market for the
energy-efficiency solutions and ideas discussed at the charette. We then assessed the
charette based on the participants’ expectations and how well they were fulfilled, the
perceived benefits of participation, and participants’ post-charette discussions,
analyses, and implementation of the ideas from the charette. In addition, we asked
participants for their assessment of the speakers, attendees, and format of the meeting.

PARTICIPANT EXPECTATIONS
We obtained an assessment of expectations by asking the participants what they
hoped to gain from the charette. The staff at IDC most often mentioned that they
hoped for a discussion of different problems and solutions in fab design. Table 1
shows that three of the five attendees from local firms said they came to the
charette expecting to learn about new energy-efficiency technologies or ideas.

Table 1
PARTICIPANT EXPECTATIONS OF ENERGY EFFICIENT FAB DESIGN CHARETTE
IDC
STAFF*
(N=9)

ATTENDEES FROM
LOCAL FIRMS
(N=5)

Discuss Different Problems and Solutions for Energy Efficient Fab
Design

6 (66%)

0

Gather Feedback on Concepts and Design

2 (22%)

0

Gain Understanding of Clients’ Commitment to Energy Efficiency

2 (22%)

0

Establish New Contacts, Networking

1 (11%)

1 (20%)

Learn About New Energy Efficient Technologies or Ideas

1 (11%)

3 (60%)

Gather Information on Available Program Sponsorship

1 (11%)

0

Did Not Hope to Gain Anything

1 (11%)

1 (20%)

EXPECTATIONS

* Total exceeds 100%, as multiple mentions were permitted.
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We compared the expectations of each participant to what they saw as the greatest
benefit of participating, in order to estimate how well the charette met their initial
expectations. When respondents’ reports of benefits gained matched their
expectations, we considered that the expectations had been met. The expectations of
all IDC staff members but one were fulfilled—the exception was one person who
had hoped to gain greater understanding of IDC’s clients’ commitment to energy
efficiency. He elaborated by saying that he had hoped to see attendees with a
management perspective at the design meeting. He was disappointed by the lack of
discussion about decision-making and he didn’t feel he had gained a perspective on
how committed his clients were to energy efficiency.
Two of the five attendees from local firms named benefits of attending that were
congruent with their expectations. One had hoped to gain more information on “new
energy-efficiency technologies” and reported that this was the greatest benefit of
attending. Another had come hoping to establish new contacts and improve his
network of colleagues. He reported that the greatest benefit of attending the
charette was the collaboration with colleagues. Two other attendees had come
expecting to hear new ideas on improving efficiency, but said they left with a better
network of contacts to help them solve future problems. The fifth attendee had come
without hopes of gaining anything from the charette, but reported that he left with
a “general introduction on the topic of fab design.”

EFFECTS OF THE CHARETTE
We attempted to obtain an assessment of the effect of the charette on the
participants by asking them to report on their use of the information they had
gained in their place of work and their views as to whether it might be further used
throughout their company.
Post-Charette Discussions Among Participants
The majority of both IDC staff members (7 of 9) and attendees from the local
microelectronics firms (3 of 5) said they had discussed the charette after the event.
Of the seven IDC professionals that discussed the charette, five said that they had
continued to evaluate and analyze the energy-efficiency solutions and concepts that
were presented at the meeting. Two of the IDC staff members and three of the
attendees from local firms reported that their post-charette discussions were
primarily evaluations of the meeting format and agenda. One attendee from a local
firm who is a team leader in his facility said he and his colleagues discussed the
issue of “how realistic our expectations were for finding energy-efficiency solutions
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that could be implemented at their facility.” He elaborated saying he and his
colleagues were not clear on the purpose of the meeting.
Benefits and Important Outcomes
The IDC staff and attendees from local firms most often named the collaboration,
participation in the discussions and the compilation of a list of energy-efficiency
ideas as the greatest benefits of attending the charette. Table 2 shows that two of
the IDC staff thought that hearing the ideas of the two presenters was their
primary gain. One attendee from a local firm said that “learning about new
technologies” was a benefit to him. It appears from this list that the designers and
engineers of IDC found the specific solutions and technologies discussed during the
charette relevant to their work more often than the attendees from the local
microelectronics firms did.

Table 2
GREATEST BENEFIT OF ATTENDING CHARETTE
GREATEST BENEFIT

IDC
STAFF*
(N=8)

ATTENDEES FROM
LOCAL FIRMS
(N=5)

Collaboration, discussion of ideas

2 (25%)

3 (60%)

Compiling a List of Potential Energy Efficiency Measures

2 (25%)

Hearing the Ideas of the Presenters (Tschudi and
Rumsey)

2 (25%)

Learning About Ideas to Save Money for Clients

1 (13%)

Challenging Current Thinking About Systems and
Processes

1 (13%)

0

Learning About New Technologies

1 (13%)

1 (20%)

Making Systems Reliable

1 (13%)

0

1 (20%)

* Total exceeds 100% as multiple mentions were permitted.
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We asked the IDC staff to enumerate the important outcomes of attending the
charette.26 Table 3 shows that the list of key results was similar to the list of
benefits from Table 2. Seven of the eight IDC respondents felt that collaboration,
establishing consensus, or sharing ideas was an important outcome of attending the
charette. In addition, two more IDC staff members named outcomes that focused on
their clients’ needs.

Table 3
IMPORTANT OUTCOMES OF ATTENDING CHARETTE
IMPORTANT OUTCOMES

IDC
STAFF*
(N=8)

Collaboration, establishing consensus, compiling a list of ideas, hearing others’
ideas

5 (63%)

Sharing ideas

2 (25%)

Hearing Peter Rumsey’s ideas

1 (13%)

Hearing why clients don’t like an idea

1 (13%)

Knowledge that funding is available to persuade decision-makers to undertake
a project to save energy

1 (13%)

Requirement that analysts focus on quantifying the energy use of systems

1 (13%)

* Total exceeds 100% as multiple mentions were permitted.

We asked attendees from local firms whether they saw any value in conducting a
charette at their own facility before a major change. One person doubted his
company would take the time or spend the money to conduct a charette. The other
three from local firms gave qualified “yes” answers. Each of the three felt a charette
would be a good idea but, in the words of one, “there are a lot of factors working
against having one.” When asked to elaborate, one said the “narrow-minded”
company culture and tendency to “copy exact” worked against the openness of the
charette process. Another said that the process of introducing extensive late-stage
design changes might reverse most of the innovations of a charette.

26

We did not ask attendees to respond to this question.
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Response to Energy Efficient Fab Design Ideas
Five of the eight IDC staff members that attended the entire charette said they
have continued to work with some of the ideas from the meeting. These included:
Improving the hydraulic flow of the central plant
Controlling airborne molecules by chemically treating outside air before
circulating it in the cleanroom
Reducing the size of the building envelope
Creating a more efficient floor plan through the relocation of utility
systems, including putting some equipment outside the building
Optimizing the chilled water system functioning
Modifying the types of dryers used for the clean, dry air system
Utilizing free cooling for air compressors
Table 4 shows that five of eight IDC attendees had incorporated some of the energyefficiency ideas from the charette into their own designs.

Table 4
ENERGY-EFFICIENCY IDEAS FROM CHARETTE INCORPORATED INTO DESIGNS
ENERGY-EFFICIENCY IDEAS

IDC
STAFF*
(N=5)

Design Different Air Handling Schemes

5 (100%)

Reconfigure Hydraulic Flow in the Central Plant

1 (20%)

Use Ideas About Chilled Water Systems

1 (20%)

Reduce Pipe Lengths

1 (20%)

Recycle The Heat Generated in Buildings

1 (20%)

Utilize Free Cooling for the Compressors

1 (20%)

* Total is greater than 1005 as multiple mentions were permitted.
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The IDC staff that reported they had used new ideas came from several disciplines:
mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, architecture and senior
management. All five mentioned that they had participated in some way in the
design of different air handling schemes. Each also mentioned at least one other
design idea in addition to air handling.
When asked where the fabs incorporating the energy-efficiency designs were likely
to be built, all five named countries in Asia or “overseas,” and three mentioned
locations in the United States, such as California or the Pacific Northwest.
None of the attendees from local firms said they had implemented any of the energy
efficiency solutions that had been discussed at the charette. The reasons they
believed there were no usable ideas are listed below:
“None of the design changes I saw are relevant to my job.” (Two attendees)
“All of the ideas pertain to new fab design and my company has not built
any new fabs recently.”
“No new ideas were aired at the charette—my company is already proactive
about energy efficiency.”
“I didn’t see any justifications, data, that linked the ideas at the fab
charette to the real world except that the presenters think the ideas are
workable.”
Overall, four of the five attendees from local firms said that they did not see the
ideas presented at the charette as relevant to their jobs or their companies. It is
interesting to note that the fifth attendee—who felt the presentations lacked
supporting data—also mentioned that he had just started with his company at the
time of the charette and that he “wasn’t familiar with all of the different needs of
semiconductor manufacturing.”
Value of the Follow-Up Report
Seven of eight IDC staff members said that they had conducted some analyses after
the charette to contribute to a report on the energy efficient fab design. Four of the
seven said they had done studies of the energy efficiency potential for certain ideas,
such as reducing the building shell, relocating equipment, and utilizing free cooling
from outside air for the compressor. Four also mentioned conducting financial
analyses, including one who explained his process as: “I calculated ballpark
numbers for potential savings for some of the ideas, grouped the ideas by discipline,
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and prioritized them by their impact to energy savings and the feasibility of the
idea.” A total of three who conducted analyses of any sort mentioned that they had
prioritized the ideas by energy-savings potential. One person mentioned that he
applied his analysis to “energy-efficiency concepts while still maintaining
redundant design criteria.”
We asked the seven IDC respondents which ideas had been dropped after the
analysis and why. Five said ideas that did not meet their clients’ payback criteria
were dropped. Several of the five volunteered that all of the ideas they analyzed had
to “meet certain criteria for the amount of money that could be saved and how
reliable the technology is.” Another mentioned that “some of the ideas were too
esoteric and not practical.” A sixth respondent reported that clients often reject
energy-efficiency solutions because the company does not want to assume the risks
to production. The seventh respondent, a project manager who had calculated the
payback horizons of several measures, did not know which ideas had been dropped.
At the time of this evaluation, the report was in a draft phase pending finalization
by IDC staff.

PARTICIPANT ASSESSMENT OF CHARETTE
Three IDC staff members added their own impromptu comments to their overall
assessment of the charette. Each commented on what they perceive to be IDC’s
unique position vis à vis the microelectronics industry:
“IDC is well-situated to understand the energy needs of microchip
manufacturing because this application is different from commercial or
other industrial applications. Those who are evaluating the energy use of
microchip manufacturing have a hard time understanding the challenges
of achieving energy efficiency in a microelectronics setting because the scale
is so much greater in this industry than other industries.”
“IDC is on the leading edge of the energy-savings curve. We are the
experts.”
“IDC’s takes a broad approach to saving energy in an industry that is in a
huge transition. Our systems typically work quite well.”
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Assessment of the Speakers and Audience
We asked several questions of both IDC staff and attendees from local firms to elicit
their opinions of whether the charette should have featured additional speakers or
included attendees from other firms. Table 5 shows that more attendees from local
firms felt that other speakers should have been included at the charette, and gives
the respondents’ elaborations on whom they would have liked to have seen as a
presenter.

Table 5
OPINIONS REGARDING INCLUDING OTHER SPEAKERS
OPINIONS REGARDING INCLUDING OTHER SPEAKERS

IDC
STAFF
(N=8)

ATTENDEES FROM
LOCAL FIRMS
(N=5)

Other Speakers Should Made Presentations, Including...

2 (25%)
(n=8)

3 (60%)
(n=5)

Senior-Level Manager Presenting on Decision-Making
and Prioritization Regarding Energy Efficiency
Measures

1 (50%)
(n=2)

1 (33%)
(n=3)

Representative From a Funding Agent or Utility on
Available Funding Opportunities

1 (50%)
(n=2)

1 (33%)
(n=3)

0

1 (33%)
(n=3)

Representative From a Tool Manufacturer on How Tools
Are Made

Table 6 shows that both IDC staff and those from local firms agree unanimously
that it was useful to include staff from the local firms at the charette. Five out of
eight of the IDC staff felt that attendees from other firms should also have been
included. One senior manager at IDC said he would have liked to have seen senior
managers or financial decision-makers from some of the local microelectronics
firms. Another IDC staff member thought that “possibly the telecom group” would
have benefited from the discussion at the charette.
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Table 6
OPINIONS REGARDING ATTENDEE ROSTER
OPINIONS REGARDING ATTENDEE ROSTER

IDC
STAFF

ATTENDEES FROM
LOCAL FIRMS

It Was Useful to Include Staff From Local
Microelectronics Firms

8 (100%)
(n=8)

5 (100%)
(n=5)

There Should Have Been More Participants Than Those
Who Attended, Including…

5 (63%)
(n=8)

0

Tool Vendors

2 (40%)
(n=5)

0

Staff From Another Design Firm in Addition to IDC

2 (40%)
(n=5)

0

Senior Managers or Senior Decision-Makers

1 (20%)
(n=5)

0

Staff From Another Local Microelectronics
Manufacturer

1 (20%)
(n=5)

0

2 (25%)
(n=8)

1 (20%)
(n=5)

Someone Else From My Company Should Have Been
Involved in the Charette*

* Two respondents from IDC said they thought additional staff from their company should have been
included. The attendee from the local firm emphasized that he felt another staff person from his
company should have been sent in his place.

Assessment of the Topics Discussed
Most of the IDC members (7 out of 8) felt that the discussion at the charette was
thorough and did not omit any topics they thought were important to fab design.
The two IDC members that had suggestions for other topics mentioned that useful
additions to the roster of topics would be measurement of energy use and energy
savings and a presentation from tool manufacturers on how tools are designed. Four
attendees from local firms suggested more system-specific topics: innovations in
controls, information on microenvironments, efficiencies in the acid waste
neutralization process and power quality. The fifth attendee from a local firm did
not know what topics would be appropriate for a future charette.
Overall in the assessment of speakers, attendees, or topics that all participants
found missing from the charette, four mentioned that they would like to see or hear
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from tool manufacturers, two mentioned management or financial decision-makers,
and two mentioned utility personnel.
Assessment of the Charette Process
Seven IDC employees and one attendee from a local microelectronics firm had
suggestions for improvements to future charettes. Six of the eight comments
pointed to the need for more structure and direction for future meetings. The
suggestions were:
Include additional design firms for a more diverse group
Notify participants in advance
Send around an agenda in advance of the meeting
Communicate the purpose of the charette to participants
Create design problems with more relevance to the “real world”
Ask the meeting facilitator to be more interactive with participants
Allot more time to discussion among participants
Provide more direction to IDC on the final report
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3. PRESENTER ASSESSMENT

Our discussions with the three presenters focused on overall impressions of the
charette, their assessment of it as a learning tool for themselves and others, and
their assessment of the specific components that might be modified for the future.

EFFECTS OF THE CHARETTE
We asked the presenters to begin by providing evaluations of the effect of the
charette on IDC’s practice, and on the practice of design for fab throughout the
Northwest, the United States and the world.
Benefits of Participating
Two of the presenters and the program manager mentioned that the greatest
benefit of participating in the August 2002 charette was the discussion and
dissemination of new and established ideas and solutions for energy efficiency. One
said that he saw the opportunity for outreach as being important to encourage both
designers and manufacturers to start thinking of their own ways to improve
efficiency. Another mentioned that the exercise of creating a design for the charette
has made IDC staff “stop and think a second time about energy efficiency.”
The program manager observed that the charette raised the awareness of Mr.
Rumsey and Mr. Tschudi’s ideas among all the participants. He said it “opened the
eyes of everyone to the possibilities of energy efficient design.” He felt that the
discussion of energy efficiency was particularly beneficial. “Everyone in the room
was talking comfortably about how energy is used in chip production—two years
ago this never would have happened, mostly because everyone was so busy
producing chips.”
Two of the presenters also talked about the benefits they derived from participating
in the charette. Both said they gained greater understanding of microelectronics
industry players. One said he could see “what the industry was willing or able to do,
what they would come up with as ideas for energy efficiency.” Another said that he
gained a greater understanding of how to influence the staff at IDC to try more
energy-efficient solutions.
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Effect on IDC’s Design Practice and Fab Design in the United States
All three of the presenters said they have seen a beginning of change in the
attitudes of IDC staff members towards energy efficiency through the company’s
participation in the Energy-Efficient Fab Design Charette and the Hewlett-Packard
Design Charette.
One presenter said he has seen energy efficiency solutions gradually gain greater
acceptance among IDC staff members. He explained, “At first no one wanted to talk
about energy efficiency. Then they started to get interested in the topic. Now IDC is
going to the Alliance with efficiency ideas.” He added, “They are getting converted.”
Another presenter expressed a similar idea. He said of the charette: “The exercise of
pulling together a presentation on an energy efficient fab helps IDC to have new
ideas in general.” He explained that the discussion and suggestions from
participants of companies other than IDC reassure the design firm that they are
moving in the right direction. He added that he sees requests for energy efficiency
from IDC clients like Intel as having an affect not only on IDC’s work in the Pacific
Northwest, but also on fab design in the United States as well. He elaborated:
“IDC is a major player; any improvement in their design concepts will
improve other projects in the Pacific Northwest, California, and
Arizona. Even though there is not a construction boom for new facilities
there is a continual stream of upgrades and remodels of existing
building stock.”
Another presenter acknowledged IDC’s influence on other design firms. He
mentioned that a key IDC staff member is involved with conferences devoted to
cleanrooms and the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). He pointed out that the discussions at meetings
of professional organizations are opportunities to “get the word out” about energy
efficiency. He added that IDC’s adoption of energy efficiency ideas “will have a
multiplier effect” on other design firms. He said he believes that there must be
movement toward energy efficiency on the client side as well. He explained:
“In order to achieve momentum for energy efficiency, there must be
discussion among chip manufacturers. If a fab owner that is an
advocate of efficiency talks to other owners, that would help to get all of
the design firms singing the energy efficiency tune.”
The program manager at the Alliance said that presenting the results of the
charette to other microelectronics firms at a future workshop on energy efficiency
would be another way to leverage the charette results to influence fab design in the
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Pacific Northwest. He is confident that the final report of the charette will
demonstrate the significant energy savings potential, improved reliability, and
other non-energy benefits of the final design. He believes the evidence from the
charette and other initiatives will motivate chip manufacturers to share more ideas
about how to achieve energy efficiency in their processes.
Comparison with the Hewlett-Packard Fab Design Charette
All three of the presenters had also attended the Hewlett-Packard (HP) Design
Charette in February 2002. Two presenters mentioned that the initial design for the
HP charette had more constraints than the initial design for that in August 2002.
One described the HP charette as more tangible, with examples of specific systems.
He described the process of the HP charette as the elimination of ideas, resulting in
a more narrowly focused design.
The weakness of this process, according to another presenter, was that, by working
with an established design, “IDC was locked into a certain level of efficiency, and
they didn’t want to change what had already been done.” Each of the three panel
members noted that the August 2002 charette was more similar to that of HewlettPackard than they had expected, in that IDC designers had already prepared a
design to be critiqued.
All three presenters mentioned that some of the IDC staff members were initially
defensive about the design during each charette, but that the discussions “warmed
up” into sharing ideas during the August 2002 meeting. Two said that each charette
would have been better if the designers could have started with a “blank sheet of
paper.” One reported that the one in August 2002 was “less collaborative” than he
would have hoped, because IDC entered the charette with a designed solution
rather than a blank slate. Thus, the IDC role was to defend a design rather than be
open to the possibilities of a whole set of new ideas.
One of the presenters maintained that, although the outcome of the HP charette
was more immediate and specific, the results from the August 2002 charette are
potentially more important. Another presenter added that he feels the August 2002
charette will “contribute more to the big picture of fab design.” The third presenter
observed that the success of the ideas discussed in August 2002 depends on the
continued promulgation of energy-efficiency ideas and solutions by key stakeholders
at IDC. He concluded that the charette “would have been more effective if the staff
at IDC had more open minds—if we could have had a discussion instead of spending
time trying to convince them to do something differently.”
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PRESENTER AND STAFF ASSESSMENT
Assessment of the Speakers and Audience
Suggestions for improvements to the set of presenters were few. One presenter said
he would like to see “someone from a utility company who could get people
motivated about the money that’s out there for projects.” He added that he would
have liked to hear Mr. Rumsey talk more about energy efficiency solutions “because
Rumsey tends to energize people.”
All three presenters and the program coordinator had several suggestions for
improvements to the roster of attendees.
Two of the presenters and the program coordinator felt that attracting or including
staff from more local microelectronics firms would have been an improvement, as
would be inviting staff with a broader range of job responsibilities. The two said
that the facilities and operations managers that attended the charette lack the
decision-making authority to affect any long-range or comprehensive changes in
energy consumption or policy. Noted one:
“We need to invite the operations vice presidents—they have the longrange plan and vision. They live with the bottom line. They have the
authority to send out a directive telling staff what should be done about
energy use. Seldom will a project manager push ideas upstairs at these
corporations.”
One presenter pointed out that when a microelectronics manufacturer does not
practice integrated decision making for both its new construction and operations
budgets, the result is a savings on the initial cost of a fab but higher operations
costs for the lifetime of the facility. “This is why,” he explained, “we need to have
persuasive numbers and present them to the senior management of a company. We
want to get their attention by talking about the money, the potential savings.” He
maintained that even an hour-long presentation would be enough time to
demonstrate the potential benefit of implementing energy efficiency measures.
Two of the presenters saw the value of inviting more key IDC stakeholders to the
charette. Both said they would have liked to involve influential senior IDC staff in
more discussions. One said that he thinks that opinion leaders who become
convinced that the energy efficiency ideas are viable will most likely disseminate
them among other staff members. Another talked about the influence of IDC staff
on other design firms: “If one of those senior IDC designers gets the word out among
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their peers about energy efficiency solutions, then their competitors will start
jumping on the bandwagon.”
Two of the presenters and the program coordinator think that the charette could
have been improved by the inclusion of other design firms. Both presenters cited
lessons learned from their recent work with designers of data centers. “The
designers and operators of data centers—another energy-intensive building type—
regularly get together in an open forum to talk about different energy-efficiency
ideas,” said one. He continued, “If we were to have more cleanroom designers at the
table for a charette, we might try to create more breakout sessions, or follow the
model of the recent Rocky Mountain Institute charette for data centers.”27 The
program coordinator reported that, “Because the August 2002 charette was IDC’s
event, they set some boundaries. There were particular types of firms, including
design firms, that they did not want to invite.” He concluded, “I would have liked to
have gotten both end-users and designers involved.”
Two presenters said they would like to see people representing utilities or
organizations that could fund projects at the charette. As noted above, one thought
that a utility representative could supply information about how much money could
be saved through energy efficiency measures. The other felt that a presentation
from someone at the Energy Trust of Oregon is important because “they understand
that working with the microelectronics firms is a big opportunity.”28
Opinions about the effect on Intel, the largest chip manufacturer, were mixed. One
presenter believed that a design charette at Intel would be unlikely, indicating that
Intel sent a member of their facilities staff, not their design staff, to the charette. In
contrast, another presenter believed that “even one Intel staff member attending
the charette is helpful. Intel is a market leader—influential and more sophisticated
than others.” He said he thinks Intel is “paying attention” to energy efficiency
because he has had meetings with a number of people in the company.
Assessment of the Topics Discussed
Two presenters mentioned that the process equipment is “one of the biggest drivers
of energy load size and shape.” Each pointed out that discussion about process tools,

27

The RMI charette included a wide variety of designers and owners to discuss topics at multiple levels. The details
of the February 2003 charette on data center energy use are available at the Rocky Mountain Institute web
site: http://www.rmi.org.

28

For Oregon companies located in PacifCorp and Portland General Electric Corporation service territory.
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energy use, and building design and configuration have been limited to nonexistent
in the past. One said that determining the correct load for process equipment has
been difficult previously because little is done to educate facilities personnel on the
power requirements for process tools. Another presenter said, “Tool vendors will put
a higher nameplate capacity on the tool than it really needs to protect themselves.
The owner ends up paying for 40% more air because the tool use was not discussed
at the beginning.” He concluded by saying that he knew International SEMATECH
“had organized some activities around trying to improve process equipment,” but he
did not name specific actions.29
The program manager also mentioned that he thought a discussion of energy
efficiency and process equipment would have been a valuable addition to the
charette. “There are three process tool vendors that have a presence in the Pacific
Northwest now,” he said, “and a vice president at Intel was just hired by one of the
companies to become their CEO.” There is clearly a connection between these
companies that could be important for the Alliance to address.
One presenter mentioned a few topics that he thought should have been discussed
during the charette. “We didn’t really get into the piping systems for high purity
chemicals. And we could have talked more about the building envelope, building
siting, and landscaping for energy efficiency.” He concluded by saying he believes
there are opportunities to achieve greater energy efficiency in high purity chemical
piping systems and the building envelope.
Assessment of the Charette Process
Each of the three presenters and the program coordinator had ideas on how to
conduct a more effective charette in the future. All three suggested that future
charettes be planned with more lead-time, a better-defined agenda, and an
explanation of the design parameters such as the goals and constraints. Two
presenters and the program coordinator said the agenda should be circulated before
the event and one suggested that the agenda include notes detailing how the energy
efficiency ideas might be relevant to a particular person’s job, to induce greater
participation.
All three presenters recommended that, to stimulate more ideas, a future charette
might include a design concept that is less complete than the one presented at the

29

International SEMATECH is a consortium of leading semiconductor manufacturing companies from around the
world that cooperate to conduct research on improving advanced manufacturing technologies. International
SEMATECH’s web site is: http://www.sematech.org/public/index.htm.
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August 2002 charette. One presenter noted, “It would have been good to start with a
truly blank sheet and get the discussion going at an earlier stage of the design.” He
acknowledged that this might have changed the format of the charette somewhat:
“It might be better to have multiple meetings at various stages of the
design process. Everybody gets started with the blank sheet, some go
away to work up a design, and then everyone reconvenes to critique the
design. That way, no one has entrenched ideas—no one is reluctant to
change what is already done.”
He suggested that the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories Cleanroom Energy
Efficiency Programming Guide would be an effective tool to use in the early stages
of a design process for a future charette. He added “we need a way to roll the
programming guide into the design process.” He explained that the programming
guide gives designers a way to approach the complex interactions of the energyusing systems in a fab. “None of the pieces is complex, but the interaction is,” he
said, concluding, “It’s easy to find a problem later but harder to predict in the early
stages—that’s why we created the programming guide.”
Two presenters expressed the opinion that, since public money paid for the
charette, other design firms should have been invited to participate. One presenter
observed that “it would be more beneficial to the general energy scene if more
designers were at the table in a charette like the energy efficient fab charette.” He
concluded, “Since the goal of the charette is to improve fab design, the Alliance
should bring in more design experts—or IDC should pay for the charette
themselves.”
Two of the presenters and the program coordinator acknowledged the potential
difficulties inherent in having several design firms gathered together for one
charette. One of the presenters explained, “The design firms tend to feel their
solutions are proprietary—so they tend to be a little standoffish during a charette.
Even the owners have a little bit of paranoia.”
One of the presenters envisioned a “more open forum” in which participants “share
ideas to create interesting theories and presentations,” and referred again to his
work with designers and facilities staff for data centers. “The people involved with
the Bay Area data centers share their experience on a regular basis. We need to
help those in the microelectronics industry make this same kind of culture change—
to move away from the secrecy.”
One of the presenters and the program coordinator thought an interactive charette
would work better if more time were allotted, such as an additional day.
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All three presenters and the program coordinator thought it would be possible to
create a charette or another design event in which several design firms
participated. Each one had suggestions on how to structure the charette to take
advantage of the expertise of several firms. The ideas are listed below:
Start with a blank slate and brainstorm solutions. If IDC doesn’t want to
share in this process with other designers, they don’t have to come.
Assign each design firm a certain topic, such as reducing the energy
required for even airflow or siting the building. Give an issue to each
design group to take away and work on. When the entire group
reconvenes, each design team could give a presentation on their topic.
Assign topics to design firms according to their area of expertise—a firm
that has more experience with large-scale fabs could present on that
particular topic, while another firm could talk about working with another
type of fab.
Invite designers and facilities people associated with other types of
cleanrooms to participate.
Work with the local ASHRAE chapter to sponsor a competition on
designing a mechanical system for a cleanroom.
Work with another national organization to bring in other participants.
General Suggestions for Improvement
Each of the three presenters and the program coordinator made general suggestions
for improving future charettes. The list of ideas follows:
Structure a future charette around the energy-efficiency issues of
renovating an existing fab.
Schedule an ice-breaking activity, such as a meal or a structured
interaction, at the beginning of the charette.
Provide real examples, pictures, or case studies of past successes.
Invite more experts to present and guide the discussions.
Provide more interactive facilitation.
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Find a facilitator less familiar with the participants.
Conduct the follow-up evaluation and report in a more timely fashion.
Take advantage of the slowdown in the industry to develop a series of
short meetings, little chunks that would be easier for staff to attend.
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4. MARKET INSIGHTS

Throughout the interviews, we asked participants and presenters to reflect on the
broader market for design services in microelectronics plants. The insights they
provided relative to market structure and market barriers to energy efficiency are
documented below.

MARKET STRUCTURE
The participants and presenters described the effect of the recent slowdown in the
microelectronics industry on fab construction. All acknowledged that, while new
construction is likely to occur in Asia, there are opportunities for renovating
existing facilities in the Pacific Northwest and other part of the United States.
The eight IDC staff members that participated in the energy-efficient fab design
charette reported that their clients are building more fabs in Asia than the United
States.30 Seven IDC respondents mentioned fab construction in Asia, including
China and Taiwan; three respondents mentioned fabs “all over the world,” and
three knew of fab construction in the Pacific Northwest.31
Three staff members from IDC mentioned that the design and construction of new
fabs has waned since the economic slowdown began in late 2000. One of the three
described the change he saw in the industry as transitioning from a high-growth
phase in which “reliability and robustness” were key client concerns, to a phase of
slower growth in which clients are occupied with “lower operating costs and
efficiency.”
Two presenters and the program coordinator acknowledged that, while greenfield32
fab construction has largely moved overseas, “large and small cleanrooms will be
remodeled in the United States.” The program coordinator referred to the recent
Hynix decision to spend $100 million to renovate a manufacturing facility near

30

The IDC project manager that did not attend the charette did not answer all of the questions in the interview.
Thus, the “n” for the IDC responses varies between eight and nine, depending on the question.

31

One of the IDC staff members that mentioned fabs in the Pacific Northwest said he knew of “three fabs being
built in the region.”

32

“Greenfield” refers to design and construction of a new fab where no facility exists.
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Eugene as an example of the potential for investment in domestic fabs. He
explained, “Because of the high tariffs for South Korean chips, manufacturers
would be smart to try to produce as much as possible in the U.S.” The three
presenters agree that microchip manufacturers will continue to invest in facilities
in the Pacific Northwest in the future.

BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The primary barrier to the implementation of energy-efficiency solutions that the
presenters have observed is client concern about impacts to production. Specifically,
they said that chip manufacturers are concerned about potential upsets to
production from new processes that have not been proven in their facilities. One
presenter noted that decision-makers often request data or documentation showing
that efficiency solutions have been proven. Proof may still not convince some
companies, however; the presenter maintained that some manufacturers object to
efficiency solutions because the designer “’hasn’t implemented a solution to a
building like ours—ours is different.’”
Two presenters said that client concerns over impacts to production mean that even
a system initially designed to be energy efficient may become less so as it moves
through the design and production process. One person elaborated that the design
becomes “loaded up with contingencies at each step of the design and construction
process so that by the time it is finished, the cleanroom uses 100% more energy
than it should.” Another added that, “so many decisions are made early that affect
the energy efficiency of the facility in the end. By making a decision and moving on
you are already committed to a certain level of energy efficiency.”
One attendee from a local firm echoed this observation, remarking that rapid
changes in the microchip manufacturing process may mean changes to the tools,
equipment, and systems that were originally included in a fab’s design—such as
energy efficiency solutions:
“The industry is advancing so rapidly that a fab can be totally different
at commissioning from what we expected in the design phase. For
example, the recent change in chip size has changed the fab. The new
chip size is triple what it was before—we’re running out of floor space in
the building.”
Despite these barriers, the presenters noted that some opportunities exist in the
current market for energy-efficient building design in general and the
dissemination of energy efficiency ideas into the microelectronics industry. One
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presenter pointed out that the recent focus on green building design and LEED
certification has increased receptivity in the general market for energy-efficiency
solutions. He added, he thinks that recent media coverage of litigation around
buildings with environmental problems has also created more of an impetus to find
solutions to building problems, and implied that this could be an opportunity to
promote energy efficiency in buildings.
Although all three presenters and the program coordinator believed the industry
slowdown to be a barrier in terms of investment in large projects, one pointed out
that staff at both design and microelectronics firms tend to be more available for
efficiency discussions. In addition, he observed that the staff remaining at IDC is
the core staff, the team of people that will continue to influence the design and
construction of fabs in the future. He emphasized that the best time to be talking
about energy efficiency is the present; that solutions adopted in the present will
influence building design and construction in the future.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The Alliance sponsored a design charette in August 2002. The purpose of the
charette according to the program coordinator was to “expand the boundaries of
what was possible to do, bring people together to share ideas in a less constrained
fashion, and look at an integrated system.” Participants were selected from the
those firms that had already participated in, or expressed an interest in, past
projects with the Alliance and might be involved in the design of a new fab or
renovation of existing fabs in the future.
The evaluation found that all participants felt they had received some benefit from
attending the charette. Networking with others, learning about energy efficiency
technologies and solutions and having the opportunity to discuss these issues with
colleagues and other professionals were clear benefits.
Several staff members of IDC reported that they had particularly benefited from
the discussions about air handling systems and had integrated many of the ideas
into designs they had done subsequent to the charette. Staff members at local
microelectronics firms, however, were less certain that any specific technologies or
techniques they had learned were likely to be used by them in the future.
The professionals who made presentations also felt they gained from participating,
and one noted that he felt he had observed changes in IDC staff reaction to the
ideas, both during the charette and subsequently. Additionally, the professionals
commented that this is a very good time to be offering these types of opportunities.
The industry is in a slump, but those who are on the job still are the key people who
will be the leaders when the industry starts growing again.
The charette also was perceived by nearly all participants as less effective than it
might have been. The specific areas where it could have been more effective concern
those who attended the charette and the design approach used.
There were a variety of recommendations from participants and presenters about
who else might have been invited to the charette. These include:
A greater variety of local microelectronics firms than the three invited;
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A greater variety of representatives from the local microelectronics firms
with more varied responsibilities (specifically it would have been good to
invite operations vice presidents and others with decision-making
responsibility for long range planning);
A broader range of design professionals, so that the ideas developed in the
charette would more broadly affect the design industry; and
Utility representatives and others (such as the Oregon Department of
Energy and perhaps the Energy Trust of Oregon, which was just getting
started) that could explain different incentive options available for
implementing projects.
There were also several comments that the charette should have occurred around a
less completed design. The design professionals all thought that a blank sheet of
paper would have provided more opportunity to truly explore the range of design
solutions that could be considered. That by having IDC present a design IDC
essentially was in the position of defending their design, rather than collaboratively
conceptualizing a new set of solutions.
Conclusion 1
The first conclusion we draw from this, relative to the key evaluation question of
whether the charette had an impact or would have an impact on the design practice
of IDC and of the local microelectronics companies, is that the Energy Efficient Fab
Charette did have a modest impact on IDC, but little impact on the local
microelectronics firms.
Recommendation 1
Influencing a single design firm may lead to transformation for the targeted
firm, but the charette should have a wider flow of ideas to have market
influence on the local microelectronics industry. Future design charettes
should focus on all players in the microelectronics market: fab owners,
designers operators and equipment manufacturers.
Conclusion 2
The second conclusion concerns the logistics of the charette. Several people
commented that they did not feel they were fully apprised of its purpose so that the
right person from their organization could attend. The presenters generally felt that
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they could have had additional materials sent before the session and that the
session could have been structured in ways to more easily “break the ice” among the
participants.
Recommendation 2
The charette purpose should be clearly articulated at the outset and
published to those who are invited. An agenda should be defined before the
charette and participants provided with sufficient information so that they
can fully prepare for the charette.
Conclusion 3
The charette was clearly useful to IDC, but its usefulness as a market
transformation tool for the microelectronics firms in the region is less clear. IDC
particularly benefited because the charette focused on a design that IDC staff had
developed. Yet, because they had developed the design, they also were placed in a
position to explain and defend their decisions about it.
Recommendation 3
A more open charette could have provided IDC with similar learning
opportunity and provided local firms and other design firms with greater
learning opportunity than was afforded by the charette focusing on a design
created by IDC. A charette with a blank sheet of paper, i.e. at the design
programming level, rather than a developed design would provide this
opportunity.
Conclusion 4
The market indicators are that very few, if any 300 mm fabs will be built in the
Pacific Northwest in the future. The market transformation potential for the
Energy Efficient Fab Design Charette is therefore nearly zero. Instead existing fabs
may use different process tools, may be bought and sold for new production uses
and be renovated to meet the new uses. Charettes to address these types of
conditions could lead to market effects.
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Recommendation 4
Future design charettes should explore issues that face existing fabs as they
expand or renovate or incorporate new types of tools. Issues such as
decreased flexibility due to mini-environments and opportunities for
renovating existing fabs provide the most obvious opportunities for future
design charettes.

.
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